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Murray, Kr, Friday Afternoon, December. OM 
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PREPARE FOR OPEN HOUSE - Members of the Murray Art Guild have
been b dui week prepanneo therr-Br-mat- ope'n -fii5WittarWilrbe-
hderfforis Ur 'Eve p.ni. this-Sunday, Dec. 4. Slsowruhere-arelnez
Goodman, left, and Opal Roberts. Staff Photo by towel! Atddey-
Art GuikrOpen House Slated
The Murray Art Guuld will hold its
annual Christmas open house Sunday,
Dec. 4. The public is invited to call
between the hours of one p.m. and five
p.m. Christmas refreshments will, be
served by the guild members.
Ceramics by Mrs. Renee Moore, a
guild member, will be featured in the
decorations and table appointments.
Mrs. Moore is formerly of Hammond,
Ind., where she was owner, operator,
and instructor for Rene's Ceramic
Shop. She will be displaying some In-
teresting, outstanding and unusual
pieces at this time, a spokesman said.
There will be a special display of
paintings aneportraits by Elwine F.
Samuelson. She is a noted painter and
was an assistant professor of Art at
Murray State University from 1972 until
1977. She was commissioned to paint
the portrait of Dr. Harry M. Sparks at -
MSU, and has conducted workshops for
the Murray Art Guild in the past.
"STOR THEATRE," a prodution of the Murray-Calloway County Theatre
and under the direction of Richard Valentine, premiered last night at South
West Elementary School. A large and enthusiastic crowd greeted opening
night of this show's five school tour. "Story Theatre" is a collection of fables
and twisted tales,di.at will be entuYed by audiences of all ages. Admission
for the show is $1.50 for adults and $1.00 for children under 12. The'
remainder of the show's tour will include this evening at Carter School,
Saturday evening, at North Elementary, next Monday night at Murray Mid-
dle School, and next Tuesday at East- Elementary. All shows will begin
promptly at 7:00 p.m. and end at about 8:30 p.m. Community Theatre T-
Shirts will be availableALthe box office and for further information, please
call 759-1752 Shown here in a scene from the product-ion are-Creer
Houston (left) and Rochea Perry. Photo lity Jennie B. Gordon
inside today
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Neon tube benders? They're a dying breed says
columnist George Hackett. Read about this unique, but




Clear to partly cloudy today,
tonight and Saturday. Highs
today in the low 50s. Lows tonight
in the low and mid 30s. Highs
Saturday in the-10Vv inid 50s.
today's index
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Jobless Rate
Shows Decline
WASHINGTON ( AP) -- The nation's While the jobless rate for adult
unemployment rate edged down from 7 women rose from 6.8 to 7.1 percent last
percent to 6.9 percent in November, ' month, the rate for teen-agers declined
still within the narrow range in which it slightly from 17.3 to 17.1 percent and the
has fluctuated since April, the gover- rate for adult men dropped from 5.3 to
runent reported today. 4.9 percent.
Joblessness among whites declined
from 6.1 to 6 percent, while the
unemployment rate for blacks edged
down from 13.9 to 13.8 percent. Corn- '
But the number of Americans with
jobs increased by nearly one million
last month, the largest monthly tate
since April 1960, when itistereased !.L. pared with a year earlier, the rate for
1.3 million, whites has declined by more than a
The Labor Department said total percentage point_ while the rate for
employment rose by 950,000,te 82.1.41.4e4 has shov/M1.9smpt, the
million in November and the proportion government said„
of the population with lobs rose to an The average work week for
production workers slipped by one-
tenth of an hour in November to 36.1
hours. Average hourly earnings last
month were unchanged from October's
$5.40 and were 40 cents above the level a
year ago. Average weekly earnings,
however, declined $1.08 from the
previous month to $194.40. Weekly
earnings have risen by $13.90 over the
year.
In October, unemployment edged up
from 6.9 percent to 7 percent, the same
rate as in April. Nearly 6.9 million
Americans were without jobs in
October.
The stagnation in the unemployment._
figures indicates the economy hasn't
been growing fast enough to account for
the normal increase in the labor force.
But earlier this week, the govern-
ment's index of leading economic in-
dicators, which is designed to help
predict economic movements several
months in the future, rose 0.7 percent in
October. It was the fourth consecutive
monthly increase.
Taken together, the recent per-
formance of the index suggests that the
economy probably will continue ex-
all time high of 57.8 percent.
Despite the sharp increase in em-
ployment, the number of jobless per-
sons showed little change over the
month. In November, 6.98 million
Americans were unable to find jobs,
about 50,000 fewer than in October.
It would seem that a large increase in. 
employmentwould be accompanied by
a sharp drop in unemployment. But last
month, the labor force also grew in an
unsually sharp pace, increasing by
900,000 to a total of 99 million, the
government said.
"The one-month change in em-
ployment may be vastly overstated,
apparently reflecting growth that we
had seen earlier in year," said a
Labor Department analyst.
The analyst said the Warp ioerease
-as0 could be due in part to earlier-than-
usual hiring of temporary store em-
ployes for the holiday shopping season.
Over the past year, employment
expanded by 3.9 million while the labor
force grew by 3.2 million. The number
of unemployed dropped by 750,000
during that period.
The jobless rate has fluctuated
between 6.9 percent and 7.1 percent
-since last April but is well below the 8
percent high for 1976 recorded last
--November.
The stubbornness in the unem money supply adjusted for inflation.
ployment rate is expected to be a factor There also were favorable im-
in E'resident 'tarter -derision -provemeirTIN-aVetage work xreelt
recommend tax cuts next year that will
be designed to stimulate the economy.
The job figures are based on a survey
of 47,000 households nationwide taken
each month by the Census Bureau. A
more accurate, but less comprehen-
sive, measure is the Labor Depart-
ment's monthly survey of business
establishments, which showed that non-
farm payroll employment rose by
310,000 in November to 83.2 million.
panding for at least the next three or
four months.
Contributing most to the rise in the
October index was an increase in the
and the job layoff rate, which showed
that manufacturers are increasing
work time to meet production needs
and cutting down on layoffs.
Meanwhile, President Carter's chief
spokesman said Thursday there is
reason to think unemployment can be
reduced to about 5 percent by 1981
despite statements to the contrary by
Arthur Burns, chairman of the Federal
Reserve Board.
SANTA HOUSE CONSTRUCTION - Members 01 a carpentry class at
Murray Area Vocational Center hoist a roof on the special-Santa Claus,
house on the courtsquare in Murray tpday_Hasold-Grogan-:leaches the--
class. Santa ill be maintaining hours in the house following his ap- •




A Route 5, Murray man was on his
way into surgery today at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah, with a gunshot
. wound sustained in _an apparent hunting
accident today.
l±ccording,....ta_a_ Lourdes _Hospital
spokesman, the man, Donnie Parker,
26, was being X-rayed at about 10:30
today in preparation to going/ into
surgery.
Murray Police, who relayed in-
formation from Henry County Sheriff's
Department in Paris, Tenn., said
Parker was accidentally shot in the left
leg just above the knee with a .30
caliber rifle by a deer hunting com-
panion, Steve Brandon, about two miles
south of the Kentucky-Tennessee state
line in Henry County, Tenn.
Police said the accident occured in
the New Concord area.
Mercy Ambulance...transported the
man to Murray-Calloway Hospital first.
A tiospital spotesman listed the_rpan's
condition as critical but stable. The
ambulance service later transported
the man to Paducah.
The accident happened early today,
according to police. Authorities in '
Calloway County and Henry County
were originally unclear about exactly
where the accident happened. But,
Henry County authorities finally
determined the accident occured in
Tennessee, the police spokesman said.
Courthouse Offices Being Shifted
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This article
part of a Murray Ledger & Times series
on implementation of Kentucky's new
court system and the impact the court
change will have locally. Additional
articles will be published during
December.)
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Reporter
The second floor of Calloway County
Courthouse in Murray could be called
-The Court Floor" come Jan. 2, 1978,
the date the district court system
replaces sundry police, magistrates'
and quarterly-courts throughout the
state.
After the first af• next year, the
district court offices in Calloway
County will be located on the second
floor of the county courthouse, oc-
cupying a_level that also houses the
circuit courtroom, Calloway County
Circuit Clerk's offices and circuit
judge-grand jury offices.
Two courthouse offices have already
moved to the third floor of Calloway
County Courthouse to accomodate the
change - the county treasurer's office
and county Red Cross headquarters.
Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Miller, who will become solely a county
administrator next year, said Sid
Easley, district judge-elect will occupy
offices on the southeast corner of the
second floor of the courthouse. The Red
Cross office that used to be there has
moved to the third floor.
The circuit clerk, Frances Shea, who
becomes record keeper for the district
court after the first of next year, will
use an office on the southwest Section of
the county courthouse, shifting the
county treasurer, Sue Outland, to the
third floor also.
"The circuit clerk will also occuP:v
one end of a room on the west portion of
the third floor," Miller said. "In
essence, the courts will occupy th.-
entire second floor."
Max Parker, the county attorno
elect, said he will move into the office
the present county attorney, Easley,
now occupies. Parker said he once
thought of maintaining offices outside
the courthouse, but changed his mind.
Those changes are the only shifts
anticipated, Miller said. Existing of-
fices on the first floor of the county
courthouse will remain intact.
Kentucky General Assembly, in a
special interim session in 1976, enacted
legislation saying counties "shall
provide such reasonably available
space" in county courthouses "which
would not disrupt the operation of any-- & Times some renovation has taken,
county government." place on the third floor of the cour-
Legislators in the special sessi* thouse. "The CETA (Comprehensive
appropriated $1.1 million to lease Employment Training Act) crew has
privately owned property in districts been doing a little work up there,"
CHANGES AT COURTHOUSE-Several changes are taking place at
the Calloway County CouFtimuse in preparation for the new District
Court system which will go into effect in lanuary. Above. CETA crew
workers Tom Farrar and foe Pat Canady are tearing 
down a wall and
removing carpet trom a second floor office. At right, Jean Blanken-
ship, executive director of the Calloway County Red Cross, closes the
door on the second floor office of the Red Cross for the last time.
The Red Cross office has been relocated to the third floor of the
courthouse to make room for the district court offices. Other
changes are outlined in the accompanying story.
eiyolos Bv Jennie B. Cordon
where there is no room in public
facilities for the district courts and to
compensate communities that have
built or renovated court facilities since
the approval of the Judicial Amend-
ment in November, 1976.
Although some counties are having to
add to existing county courthouses to
accomodate the district courts
( Marshall County is an example),
Calloway County taxpayers have had to
pay for little renovation to house the
new system, according to Easley. The
county attorney told the Murray Ledger --
Easley said.
Easley said the state pre-trial release
officer will also occupy some space on
the third floor.
District courts, which will have
limited jurisdiction, replace police,
magistrate's and quarterly courts next
year, and are supposed to be held in
each county in the state and may be
held in various locations within the
county. Primarily, Miller said, district
court- and circuit court will use the
same courtroom in Calloway County.
The county judge said the two should be
able to operate with little or no conflict_ _
Easley will be required to shift his
time back andsforth between Calloway
See COURTHOUSE,
Page 20, Column 7'
See Santa In The Christma§ Parade 2 p.m. Saturcla
a.
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• Calloway Homemakers HearDiscussion
4- On Pornography; Fashions Are Shown
• ff,
mak
STATE REPRESENTATIVE Dolly McNutt of Paducah,
seated right, spoke on "Pornography" at the annual
day held by the Calloway County Homemakers.
Seated left is Mrs. Charles Jones, Purchase Area
president. Standing is. lo Ann Cavitt; county president,
left and %lank n Bazzell, county vice-president.
_
i;
LONGTIME MEMBERS of the CalioJa-;‘1 'Count%
Homemakers Clubs were recognized at the annual
day held by the women on Tuesday. They include, left
to right, Lucy Alderdice, Pottertown Carrie Crawford,
North Murray: Lena Jones, Harris Grove, fatye Over-
cast. Pottertown, Margaret Tayrot_Plarfis_CiraveJjelen
Cole and Murrelle Madrey, Penny, Maxine Nance
Harris Grove, and Clovis Jones, South Pleasant Grove. ,
MODELS FOR the Calloway Homemakers Fall
Fashion Show included, left to right Donna Jackson,
South Pleasant Grove, Judy Stabler, Friendship, Sherry
Paschall South Pleasant Grove, Maxine Nance and
Eleanor D'Angelo, Harris Grove.
By JO BURKEEN
Local Scene Editor -
State Representative Dolly
McNutt of Paducah
challenged the members of
the Calloway County
Homemakers Club tp strive to
remember the-goals of quality
and to spread the word that
Fife has beauty and meaning in
the fight against "Por-
nography" in the published
media, television, etc., as she
spoke at the annual day held
Tuesday at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord by the county
homemakers.
__Mrs. MeNutt listed five
tbings that the members could
do which were Be very
MASTER FARM HOMEMAKER from Calloway Coon4y
was Judy Stabler, center, who was recognized along
with Greta Gargus, left, and Donna Jackson as Master







SHOWING THE latest in fall fashions for the Calloway
Homemakers were, left to right. Ionic Gibson, South
Murray, Marilyn Bazzett Coldwater. Ola Outland, Pot-
tertown, Peggy Algood and Terri Mullins, Town and
Country. and Martha Butterworth, South Pleasant
Grove.
a
CALLOWAY MEMBERS modeling the latest fashions
in the show for the Calloway Homemakers were, left
fb right, Jean Cloar, home agent, Rosina Zimmerman,
Pottertown, Jo Ann Cavitt, South Murray, in6 a special
novelty fashion, Modena Butterworth, Penny, and Edna
Butler, South Murray.
If You like Good Movies,






Thno Wed. , Mon-Thur. - 7: 30 Only
Fri. &Sat.-7:15,9:10
$,
Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40
Adult Entertainment 18 or over only
Sun.-2:30.7:30 '44k






HOY SCHI IDI [pc
I Sun.-2:30,7:30
Thrlated• Toor.- 74Goilly •
Fri. &Sat.-7:20,9:10
"OIi,Godr',
:Ni)Is it Funny!-, -
011/17ELDNAM
Ciesiff
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MARTU FELDMAN ANN-MARGRET tvilCHAEL 110R1'
PETER USTINOU JAMES EARL JONES
"THE LAST REMAKE OF BEAU (ESTE-









1st Feature Repeated Fri. & Sot. Nites
•
Our Theatre Gift
Books Make Ideal :
Christmas Presents
for'Anyone On Your tist!
‘4traidihaftra.bavisibiairhul‘ttia :•aakratilaatraiihalais
certain to inform one's self;
make opinions known to
legislators, state and county
officers; do not accept ob
scene materials in the mall;
protest existence of obscene
materials in stores, etc.; write
Torotests to the news media.
The speaker, former mayor
of the city of Paducah, said
she felt an obligation to speak
out against pornography and
had the faith that something
can be done about it in our
area, state, and nation She
said that almost every person
arrested for sex offense had
been addicted to pornography,
giving instances where this
had been proven in the courts.
Mrs. McNutt showed
samples of magazines in the
pornographic line, and urged
the women to speak out
,againstthis type of literature.
She said ,264 magazines are
published on child por-
nography irthch w-it_ half
billion industry in this
country. Mrs. McNutt said
from tests it had been shown
that child pornography or
child abuse destroys the
children mentally with little
hope of ever being able to do
anything with them. She said
many children from ages
three to 14 are used for child
pornography magazines.
The speaker was introduced
by Marilyn Bazzell, vice-
president, who also gave a
report en the international trip
taken by her and Jo Ann
Cavitt, president, to
Washington. D.C.
Another special guest of the
homemakers was Mrs.




in May. Jean Cloir, county
extension agent in home'
economics said the Calloway
group will have an Inter-
national Day with an arts and
crafts show in the spring.
Mrs. Cavitt, president,.
recegnized Judy-Stahleeottlie -
Friendship Club as the Master
Farm IToineinfilter'
Calloway County, and Donna
Jackson of South' Pleasant
Grove Club and Greta Gargus
of Town and Country Club as
runnerups:
A fall fashion show was held
with club members modeling
under the sdirection of Edna
Butler and Modena But-
terworth with Karen Bolls as
guest pianist.
Members with special at-
tendance records and
membership were recognized.
The special decorations for
YOUR
PHOTO
Per Pose hi Living
Color
For Each Original Print
Minimum 10 For $4.90




118 S. 12th 753-0035
Fre* Perkins In ItSfif
the tables were furrlished by
Clovis Jones.
Reports were given by the
county chairman in a pane'
discussion type program.
Taking part were Margaret
Taylor, Edna Butler, La Verne
Hardie, Judy Stabler,
Murrelle Madrey, Fay Jacks,





ship, Harris Grove, New
Concord, New Frontier, New
Providence, North Murray,
Pacers, Paris Road, Penny,
Pottertown, Progressive,
Racers, South Murray, South
Pleas:ft -Grove, Suburban,
Town and Country, and












1 p.m. to 5pm.















Hrs. Mon. Thru Sat.
10:00-9:00 Till Christy',
---Register -4o win mg
Burger Queen's _
GI
How wotild you like to be the lucky
winner of a week's vacation for four
in sunny, sensational Nassau, capital
of the Bahamas. YOU could be the
winner of that grand prize during
Burger'Queen's Getaway-Giveaway—
Seven days and six nights in Nassau. .
You'll be flown there via Eastern Air-
lines and be furnished with luxurious
accomodations. It's the vacation of a
lifetime; so be we to stop by any par-
. ticipating Burger Queen Restaurant
and enter.
-No purchase necessary.
Also register to win a 10" portable -




1. Fill out the entry blank and deposit in the entry box at
Burger Oueen. •
2. Deadline for entries is December 23 1977
3. The wormer of the trip will be notified December 24
1977 You need not be present to win
4. Amarthng 04th. trip will be determined by a drawing
thila will take glees on December 23, 1977 The tune and
deal 04th. drawings for the color televalions me be de-
terrilined by he ondiviclual Burgle Owen operators
S. Phan are non-transterable and non-redeemable for
cash
▪ EmplOyees of Burger Owen and as advertising agenc y
and INN( twv1MOS are ineltgoble to participate in this
contest
7. No purchase necessary to mart*
S. Only parhcipating Burger Queen Restaurants are in-
volved in lids promotton
_00,. Any inborn' taxes. ,due to *Arming Ina prizes, ataN by _
IS. Each perlictpaling Burger Queen restaurant wt11 have
wtll be awarded 
- 4arrie11. You Must be 18 pars of age to !Mier 
 SLAI\ICS
a WInnaf In the televrsion dramngs Only One Grandriire
pgya ie • trip Mal includes six mghts and
12. There YAM be only ono Grend Prize mons. The Grand I
Address • 
prorsau, ore accornniodettorsa land IlartelersHIL::::."
nem irayaraiumoix. vtA Eastern Arrknee. This 
7.1"---434fte--Twela0111811•411-4105 0 0421chiliken , - 
.T. Zip Code
-
13. The trip must be taken between January 1 1978 and
Apr 11 30 1978 Dates subtect to changedue to availabloty
of accomodations on dates selected












IS. YOu May enter the contest by Manmg in a hand wnleert
piace of paper with the heading GETAWAY GIVEAWAY -
along with your name. address and phone number to your
local Burger Omen
IS. All entries must be handwritten
G
Yes, I would like to win a week in Nassau for a farml
of four. If I do not win the grand prize I Would like t
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Your Individual
Horoscope
 Fraaces Drake 
FOR SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1177
WhjYjnd or -lay' Will - within reagoi. t over-
.tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES,
eraili Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
-- It will pay you to look below
the surface now. New trends
may result in agreement, where





(4r. 21 to May 21)
` -Watch for signs of indolence,
'carelessness, anything that
slows progress. These in-
crowd Your schedule.
SAGIITARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A big day for big doings. Use
your best assets and you can do
ronsalerabte to help promote
new plans, improve and
organize effectively. Do not
hesitate to take forward steps.
CAPRICORN -k(
( Dec. n to Jan. 20) 11361
Stellar influences favor those
who are soundly progressive. A
good period for REAL AD-
VANCEMENT. Forget past
disappointments. Your mind
should be on present albirations
clinations are possible now, and .and future goals.
it vrill be up to you. to curb therm AQUARIUS ,
_ _Gamow (..lan..21 to Eeb. 191._ .
(May22 to June 21) - Generoua Uranus -influences
Ke_ep_ on your foes. A com-
petitive factor of which you are
unaware could be building up.
Watch, too, for some trieky
maneuvering.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 72)
Lunar influences not too
friendly. Avoid getting in over
your head - especially where
you happen to be on unfamiliar
ground.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 412{g
This could be one of your
better days. You should be the
center of attraction in whatever
circle you find yourself
--business or pleasure.
'VIRGO t:. make an outstanding success as
24 to Sept. 23) a novelist, pbet, journalist.,
• A new contact made new publisher or editor. Either,
:could be diverting as well as literary or dramatic criticism
:thought-provoking. In fact, You would also be a splendid outlet
aboald_ find geesopal rela40P- for this talent since, besides the
. hips in general highly gift of wOrds, you are endowed
.stimulating. with keen and penetrating
jyC , LIBRA •
f*Sept. 24 to obi 23), — mind; are highly logical and
• You may find yourself hoping
for opportunity while actually
tanding still. This rfsust not be.
ake the reins and DRIVE
ard your goals.
doW
1 CORPIOOct 24 to Nov. 22) MAC 8 
Extra responsibilities in-
_S-slieated. 'grackle regular duties
-first, then takfron what you can
stimulate your adaptability and
invenffveness, heighten • your
Imagination. Much can be done
on a day such as this.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
There is a tendency -to
vacillate now. Avoid it. If you
seem bogged down in efforts,
take time to reorganize. New
methods could help.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a brilliant in-
tellect and, properly educated
and developed, could become a
powerful influence in whatever
sphere of life you choose,
career-wise. You are especially
-adapted to literature and could
objective in analyses_ Other
fields in which you could make
an eminent name for yourself:
•science, the law, music and
painting. Birthdate of: Gilbert
Stuart, portrait painter;
Newton D. Baker, Amer.
Statesman; Sir Rowland Rill,
author of the penny postal






Rodeo will continue at
'Exposition Center at eight
p.m.
Intercollegiate Rodeo will
continue at Exposition Center
at eight p.m.
Community Story Theatre
production -mill be at Carter
School at seven p.m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have crafteday from 9:30 a.m.
to three p.m. 
Saturday, Dec. 3
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its annual family
Christmas dinner at the
Community Room of North
Branch of Peoples Bank,
North 12th and Chestnut
Streets, at 6:30 p.m. with
Harold and Ruth Eversmeyer
in charge of arrangements.
Murray Rotary Club
Christmas Parade will start at
two p.m. heralding the holiday
season.
Intercollegiate rodeo will be
at the- West Kentucky
Exposition Center at eight
p.m.
Community Story Theatre
will be at North Calloway
Elementary School at seven
p.m.
Saturday, December 3
Humane Society will have a
bake sale in front of Littleton's
during the Christmas parade.
Widows of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
be honored at the annual
holiday event at the church at
ten a.m.
Square and round dancing Will'
be at Woodmen of the World
Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Murray High School Junior
Class will present the play,
"The Nervous Wreck," at the
Murray Middle- . School--
auditorium at eight p.m.
JEWELERS Bel Air Center, Murray
Open fvery Night Til 8:00 • Open Sun. 141
AND SAVE 30 to 60%
On over 500 mounted Diamonds
The largest diamond inventory between St. Louis
and Memphis
GENTS CLUSTER




30 to 60% OFF
DIAMOND DIAMOND TRIOS
SOLITAIRES . AND WEDDING SETS









Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
F. & A.M. will meet at the
lodge hall at seven p.m.
-
Quarter Century Club
meeting of the Murray
Division of the Tappan
Company will be held at
Beshear gym, North 16th
Street. nolLsa,
Sunday, December 4
Murray Woman's Club will
hold its general Christmas
musical program at three
p.m. at the club house with
Margaret Porter as director of
the chorus. No charge and the
public is invited.
Christmas Open House will
be held at the Murray Art
Guild, North Sixth Street,
from one to five pi. NO





Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at
11:30 a.m.
Calloway County Retired
Teachers will meet at Colonial
House Smorgasbord at six
pan. Call Jo Nell Rayburn for
reservations.
Community Story Theatre
will be at Murray Middle
School at seven p.m.
• . Murray-Calloway County
Paris and Recreation will
have an ..organixational .
meeting for adult-basketball
at city hall at seven p.m.-
blaray Lodge No. 105F. &
A.M. will meet at the- todge
hall at 7:30 p.m.
•
- Recovery Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North 7th







1:30 pan, in the home of Mrs.
Wayne -Hardie kith- twelve'
members and one visitor.
• Mrs.-Pearl Short, present.
Mrs. Hardioreported on the
Purchase Area Homemakers
meeting held at Hickman on
October 19.
The minor lesson on
"Consumer Safety" was
presented by Mrs. Max Hurt.
Mrs. Baron Palmer gave the
major lesson on "How Foods
Affect* Your Health." Mrs.
Danny Cunningham showed
the club how to make headed
Christmas bells.
Five of the club members
plan to go on the Calloway
County tour to Nashville, In.,
on December 2.
Mrs. Hardie and Mrs.
Cunningham are members
and also leaders of the,
Calloway County 4-H Club.
Other MerliWi present
were Mrs. Wes Fulton, Mrs.
David Palmer, Mrs. Gusta
Connor, Mrs. Clete Young,
Mrs. Audra Futrell: Mrs.
Clarence Culver, and Mrs.
ritilOn Barnett.'
The next meeting will be at
December 16 at 11:30 a.m. at
the Colonial House.
The January meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs.
Clinton Burchett On January
---nrolonrnw:
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Harold Loyd Darnell of
Farmington Route One was




Edward C. Russell of
Murray was dismissed




Sharon Lynn Chester of
-MEtiVray was On-Missed




Ryan Simmons of Kirksey
Route One was dismissed
.November 27 from the
'Tf•CiAylt a 1
Let's Stay Well By F.J.L Blasingame, M.D
Gains Against Colon And Rectal Cancers
0: Mr. -A. F. learned
recently _that Its 50-year-
OM- brother has cancer of
the colon, and he wants to
know the outlook for a
cure. He asks: Has any
progress been made in the
treatment of this form of
cancprz_ _ _ -
A: Cancer .of the colon
(large bowel and rectum)
is a common form of
malignancy. About 100,000
new cases developed dur-
ing_ 1926, and approxir
mately 50,000 deaths re-
sulted from this disease in
the United States.
Because of the anatomy
of these parts of the body,
the tumors usually have to
spread a longer distance
through lymph nodes be-
fore extending into more
vital parts. This circum-
stance accounts -in -part
why treatment can be ef-
fective and often curative
-Jdone-.before...lhe_tinnur,
' Cells have metastasized -Or' -
spread to other organs
.which are essential for life.
Persons, especially
those over 50 years of age,
should pay particular at-
tention to mucus or bleed-
ing from the bowel, recur-
rent abdominal pain, or a
change in bowel habits
I constipation or recurrent
diarrhea) and have
prompt evaluation by a
physician when such signs
and symptoms show up.
Much progress has been
Yard Projects
Await Winter
Winter's the time fdr making
your own patio benches and
planters, so they'll be ready to
move outside next spring.
Bulbs and. cuttings cad go into
planters months befole the sun-
warms up the outdoors again.
•_ Build your garden furniture
of western cedar; and don't -
bother to put on a finish. The
wood will weather to a pewter
hue that bleliarWith ihrtibs;
flowers and masonry. Just leave
the items outdoors until late
• autumn.-
Plenty of plan books are
-stvailablezt.shapsAndlibraries.
Or work up your own designs
made in the-early -diagno-
sis of tumors of the lower
bowel. Certhin laboriitSty'
tests may show changes in
the blood that are suggest-.
Live Of. trouble, even in the
'early stages of large bowel
cancer. X-rays are often
locatirig.ApAk-
normality or growth. Also,
instruments have been de-
- veloped that are inserted
into the anal canal and
colon and that allow direct
-explorative and biopsy.
Such instruments can
reach all parts of the large
bowel through its lumen
and without any incision.
This variety of procedures
usually allows the estab-
lishment of the diagnosis
and the location of the
tumbr so that appropriate
treatment can be planned.
• Surgical removal of the
growth remains the basic
part of treatment. The ar-
.44h-boel t e we
such that the growth can
usually be ',removed and
the remainder of-the bowel
connected so that it can
function normally. A colos-
tomy (drainage of fecal
stream through the ab-'
domino'. wall) may be
needed either, temporarily
- or perrnonohlly: —
More significant. im-
provements in the cure
rate have been demon-
strated by the use of irradi-
ation before or after sur-
geiyjany
to surgery in treatment. In
other words; the use of-
some form of irradiation
therapy tends to reduce the
spread of cancer and im-
proves the cure rate—In
addition, chemotherapy is
being tried as an adjunct to
surgery, and the results of
Such cOmbtrierttreatMent
also look encouraging.
Regardless of the treat-
ment that is used, the out-
look for cure is decidedly
better if the diagnosis is
aaftc_carly_briQrAlhe.Itt —
rnor has spread beyond the,
- bowel and its regional
lyindish nodes. A checkup
should include a periodic
examination of the colon





for answers to all those who/what/where
questions about your new city?
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, it's my job to
help you get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info.
Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood.
And more.
A WELCOME WAGON call should bkope of the very
first nice things to happen when you're new here.
'iffiTmcItaipit
Kathryn Outland 7S3-3079
Yee doe istv/ei 4 alltoi ill
West Kentucky Appliance Center
641 Nortk-filunay -Across from Colonial linuse SmorgasbouL- Tele12048e.753 4478
Gfand Opening Hours. 8:Q a.m. to 8.00 p.m,/ _
"- FREE Coffee & Donuts*
Thursday Friday & Saturday Register For FREE
• - _ . • Hotpoint Oodles
GRIM OPENING SPECIAL —We hoye the LowestPrices-an -
14113+1":111-1-Lb
Range t:Nolor Appliances
Owned 6 0 fed 8
00 . '25 Mika ire;d
1 
,7
rector, Wo Servsce Whet We Self
'what, , Imo, Q...., Perna?. W.,+ Nold Yew,
—Wei-hem 14,4fOor.s.ros•
Featuring Elvis' Concert Back-Up Group.
J. D. Sumner and The Stamps
••
Tickets At Door (If Available) $
ADVANCE TICKETS:
Adults - 100, Students '400, Children (6-12) '2"
Tickets ROES" Murray
Available. West Ky. Expo. Center 7aturrity
At: Mayfield Musit Center
WCBI,l3enton Radio Station
Gatlin Music Center ',Paducah
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Business Mirror B% 1..11111 •i
Federal Agency
Honored By Group
-NiEW-V4144‘.+A4 -r---Alt*KeneY.ef the 124474 to sludy a visual feedback speed
federal government has been given an training system for the deaf..
award-far eseellenee by small-business - For some small-business people such
people, an occurence so rare it falls into
• the category of man-kisses-
hippopotamus stories.
Perhaps you have not been aware,
hitt Many leaders of ..einall-bu.sinesS
groups, claiming they are the giiar-
dians of innovation and industrial.
% vitality, have been in a rage against big
unions, big business and big govern-
ment.
' The latter, they feel, react to the
needs of small business with the same
speed and enthusiasm as might be
• displayed by a hippo in a mudhole.
- They felt ignored, crowded out; they
felt an insensitivity .- their needs.
Now the Council of Small and
..Independent Business Associations,
;whose members represent 750;000
enterprises, has presented its
.-first annual award for "Federal Small
'ZBusiness Program Excellence' to the
National Science Foundation.
Small Matter?. No: .instead it seems
ighly signifieant for taxpayers,
business people, government officials
find the nation in general.
• Milton Stewart, former president of
ihe National Small Business
Association, expresses it simply: "The
1•ISF plan could be a prototype for other
agencies. It's the first federal program
In science and technology that makes
isense for small business."
Small business ha l long complained
that it receives too little of federal
government money for research and
development. Much of the money goes
W larger enterprises or to the great
universities.
• A bill pushed by 'Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, D-Mass., who also received
an award, now results in small business
receiving a percentage of NSF money
_ _for research applied to national needs.
Now 12.5 per cent, it will rise to 15.
The first competitition was conducted
• Year"; •wheti 34-proposals •-were
reviewed and first-stage grants of
$1,028,000 made to 42 companies. Sea
IDtter 'Traerl Gear, Arlington, Nage.,
received $17,494 for research on a low
drag traw , board. •Integrated Sciences
Corp., Santa Monica, Calif., received
money could be the seed from which
great products grow. Without this seed
money they might never seek to go
forward, simply because funds are very
- -difficult-to obtain., — . -
In the old days, experiments leading
to new products were financed out of
retained earnings. Now, Stewart ob-
serves, taxes have made this difficult to
, do.
Morever, the venture capital tnarket
has nearly dried up in some areas. In
the 1950s and 1960s, a small company
might rase - money in the equity
markets. Now, even very large com-










./0/1•A is making the best of our pip.-smoking ben,'
The first stage of the NSF program Sunday Schoolwas to invite smallbusiness people,
inattily in high technolOgy area, to • -
submit brief proposals, no-more than 20 Lesson
pages, for research in the national
interest, The lure were grants of up to
$25,000.
Most of the money -awarded is for
feasibility studies, to be spent over a
four-to six-month period, culminating
in a report of results.
If the results are promising, a
company can then apply for a econd,
stage grant, in which it might receive
much larger sums, $100,000 or more, to
develop a prototype.
But there is a contingeney in this
second stage. _ Part of the plan is to
bring in private capital, and so an
element in choosing award winners at
this point is the readiness of private
capital sources to carry on from there.
The fact that government financing
will have brought the project through
its most difficult formative stage is
expected to provide strong reassurance
to private financiers/who sometimes -
aren't noted---for--their—assuniption-ef
risk.
,The plan, says Stewart, "Makes a
sniall amount do a lot of Work. If sets a
precedent to be applied on a gover-
nmentwide basis. Irs a model."
No hands grubbing for a handout; he
said. No wasting of taxpayer money. No
competition with private enterprizes.
And perhaps most important, he in-




Our age may be described with 'brie
word, Revolution. In every phase of life
We find radical changes in relation-
Ships. The Church must give answer or
remove itself from the Christian
tradition of building character. The
imperatives put upon the Church, if it is
• to remain relevant, are demands for re-
- e9mination and re-interpretation.
Carlyle once said to Tennyson, You
are manufacturing chaos into cosmos." '
• The immediate need for followers of
Christ to be sensitive to spiritual
4 authority, and concurrently, ethically
dedicated to the task of building
character "not made by hands , eternal
in the heavens." The Church, in its -
mission, is confronted by a choice of
personal evangelism and social reform, '
or a combination of both with equal
balance. In the debate between the
personal and social Gospel in-
terpretatior.s, we find that the personal
does not advance but abides; while the
social advances but does not abide. One
looks only to the past and the other only
to the future.
_ In the &grroon.on the Mount Cbrist
said, "Seek ye first the Kingdom of God
and His righteousness." The personal
must deal with collective problems. It
,is changed characters (born again)
that change environmental cir-




The Church supercedes en-
vironmental determinism if it is to
remain the Church. It must impel new
motives and motivations—"Hereby we
know that we abide in Him and He in us,
because He has given us of His Spirit."
We have tried pragmatic science,
commercialism, mechanical
achievement, intellectual attainment,
and we have failed. Our age has an
intense, eager, wistful longing for
spiritual reality, for a more satisfying
sense of God; and this is the answer to
our need. If the Church fails here, it
fails! We know that often times where
Christianity attracts, the Church
repels. We want a practical mysticism .
more than a system of dogma or ec-
clesiastical machinery. Nothing can
save the Church and make it equal to its
task but the Power that created it.
We must endeavor to give the Church -
Christian ._ concepts' and standing
ground; and no matter what happens
she will keep the fundamentals, believe
in them, work for them and giver
herself to them. In Isaiah 58:12 we
td:- -And "ther'that be oft"hee 'shall
build the old waste places; thou shalt
--raise up the foundations of Many
generations, arid thou shalt be called
the repairers of the breach, the
restorers of paths to dwell in."
_.:qed may have other words for other
conscience and one motivate by good WOiIdL butor this world, the Word of
will. Jesus' promary concern was not so God is Christ. 
much saving society, but a society of Henry McKenzie
saviors. A Spanish philosopher ex-
presses it this way—"My religion is to
know the truth in life, and the life in
truth. Christ, no doubt, wanted en-
vironmental reform against robbers,
. but He advocated the multiplication of
Good Samaritans. The business of the
Church is to create good men who will
bring in a good Society.
The Church has a commission to
• "Preach the Word." To do this, it must
keep its expanding, unfolding power.
-111 is is its working paradox: advancing
yei imp:ling; losing life to find it; giving
of itself to keep; and exercising liberty
with loyalty. Today, as in other days, a
living Christ is trying to lead a timid,
fearful Church into a new age of ad-
tsture and enterprise, but it holdsk. The need is to reemphasize
fundamentals. Faith, ognecassity, must
grow, for this is nattke. When-it fails
to grow then death is inevitable. This is
true in every department of life. Faith,
when alive, modernizes itself, caftlifes
' the last vision, the last phase of
revelation. Faith must be willing and
linger- to add to • itself, restate itself,
follow into new revelations and ap-
plications. This is changing "chaokinto
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the, purpose of
providing ' a forum for the free
ex.hange of differing opinions. .
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which- parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with- a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the geqeral public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
- un authred-artiele on whatever-that






A brief study of the exemplary life of
Job should teach us why we should
serve God.
Job's Character
Job was a man of sincerity,
uprightness, integrity, piety, and
consistency. He was faithful to the trust
that was reposed in him. Job was. not
sinless, and never pretended to be, but
he feared God, did that which was right,
- and turned away from evil.-God blessed
Job with a large, active, happy family,
as well as with great riches, consisting
principally of great flocks and herds of
livestock, of whicli_be had come into 
possession in an honest and honorable
manner. • • _
- Satan's Challenge
Fah delight God praised Jiib's
character saying, "There is, none like
him in the earth." What a com-
mendation! In cynical tones Satan
Challenged God's statement, aceused -
Job of being good and serving God
merely because of self-interest, and
contended that if Job's possessions
were removed-that he would curse God.
In response to Satan,'s accusation the.
Job served God because of what he got
out of it, God- gave the Adversary
permission to test Job in.any manner
which he desired except the taking of
his life.
Job's Calamities
Satan- did not lose any time in using
God's permissive will in allowing the
testing of Job. All of Job's property was
swept away from him. In one day the
richest man in, the East became
bankrupt. That in itself would have
driven many into despair. Then, all ten
of Job's children were killed in a
terrible storm. To this calamity and
great sorrow Job responded with the
words: "The Lord gave, and the Lord,
hath taken away; blessed be the name
of the Lord.- What a timely and helpful
lesson for those who have become
resentful and bitter because they have
lost a loved one!
The Job was smitten with tortuous
and loathsome boils from his head to his
feet. This calamity caused Job to lose
his position. The "greatest man in the
East" was compelled to sit "among the .
ashes." scraping the terrible sores on
his poor body. If any man ever had a
reason to think_that God had turned
against.him, Job was thatman. -Surely,
the account of Job's extreme case was
recorded that all who are called to pass
through extreme conditions may know
that God is able to deliver one from the
most extreme afflictions.
Perhaps Ihe hardest blow of all. that
Job suffered was when his wife, with
whom he had shared the days of
prosperity and joy, and who might have
been expected to stand with him in the
dark hours, failed him, and urged him
to give up his faith in God and to
who is hindered in his or her religious
life by some member of his or Der
"inunedfate WW1; who is being in-
fluenced by Satan, or who has to
stumble over some relative in his effort
to be loyal to God and the right!
Job's Comment
Even though Job was baffles as to
why he had to suffer as he did, he
realized that his afflictions were-all due




knowledge, Job reprimanded his wife
for her foolish and sinful suggestions,
maintaining his remarkable and in-
vincible confidence in God, and con-
cluded beyond the peradventure of a
doubt that-God had some good purpose
in permitting him to suffer as he did.
Fully aware that his blessings out-
numbered his adversities, Job
remained submissive, loyal, and true to
God.
Conclusion
From the 1 f this man of
tremendous faith, and unfaltering
dedication we learn that it is more
important - that we have the right at-
-titude-toward-our-afflictions--and--ad-
versifies than it is to know the reason
flit- them. Instead of adopting the at-
titude of self-pity or resentment when
we have these unpleasant experiences,
'let us resort to earnest prayer, Christ-
like resignation, and complete
dedication to greater usefulness in the
Lord's service because of them.
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It% 1.04 orl.t. I fat ko it Kentucky Closeup
Endangered
Ahlk Sp-eciet-s
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — Edward
Brinker -and his- brother Vince' are
members of an endangered species.
They're two of the last neon tube
benders in Kentucky, turning down
_ twice as much business as they can
handle.
"From a cost standpoint, you can't
afford to get big anymore," explained
- Edward, president of the Covington
firm which produces every kind of sign
imaginable.
His customers include banks,
brokerage houses, hars, department
stores and oil companies. .
"We have five employees, Including
myself, working with porcelain enamel,
stainless steel or gold leaf. We hand-
produce flashing signs, stationary
signs, signs with variety of colors and
lettering," Edward continued. "But we
rarely get a call for one that carries a
running message.
"They were a. hot item at., one time.
Now, many zoning boards regard such
displays as traffic hazards and are
reluctant to approve them, claiming
they distract drivers."
Most of his problems stem from those
zoning boards and departments whose
members are "anti-sign people, who
don't understand that what we're doing
is a form of art.
'It 'costs $75 to have. yotar plans
reviewed and talees about five weeks
f-o-r a permit. Sometimes, you'll get
clearance from all departments but the
last one you-have to go through. So you
have to start over again. There have
been tirrie.s when we've spent $125 on
permit charges Net to erect a $50 sign."
Edward, a native of the Covington
area, started as. an apprentice neon.
tube bender when he was 25. He has
seen a lot of changes in the last 38
years.
. "Os become tougher to put up a sign
In the downtown section of a city. You
run into restrictions. You have to worry
about tying up traffic with a crane." He
often skirts thathandicap by chartering
a helieopter to carry in materials for
roof jobs:
He's also seen neon signs make a
comeback.. "Our customers have
become more-cost conscious. They've
learned that neon-isn't affected by cold
weather. The lamps are as brilliant at
40 degrees below zero as they are at 100
degrees. And, unlike incandescent
bulbs, neon tubing can last 30 years or
more."
He points out that- in- the--past--ten -
years, the wholesale price of in-
candescent bulbs has climbed from 11
or 12 cents to 40 or 50 cents. "And when
you start replacing them in a sign, that
can add up to a lot of cash." -
His customers can spend $5 or
$100,000, depending upon what they
want in the way of advertising. "Put a
time and, temperature sign on a small
pole and it won't cost you much.- But if
yqu want it on an 80-foot pole, the price
could be 825,000 or more." "
Edwarti• often wonders what's going
to happen to the craft when he and his -
brother decide to retire. - • -
-W"e're not thinking about it," he
quickly added. "It would be a shame to
see sign making fade out. It's been
:around a long time, like me." -
EARTLINLooking Back
 (-'1*1101jig''10 Years Ago
The members of the first class of the
Murray School of Practical Nursing are
pictured with their instructors. The
class will run for twelve months and
students will be eligible to take the state
board examination to hold the title of
Licensed Practical Nurse.
Deaths reported include Marty
Raspberry, age seven-months, and E.
Perkins Carr, age 69.
The Calloway County High School
Kers beat the Benton High School
Indians in a basketball game played at
Benton. Stan Key was high scorer for
the Lakers with 27 points.
Keith Letterman, Murray, has been
granted a junior membership in the
American Angus AsSociation.
Robbie Paschall, Carman Horton,
Lourelle Sledd, Katie Overcast, Gladys
Hale, Sallie Lawrence, Laurine Stiles,
Nettie Klapp, Birdie Parker, Calista
Clanton, and Murl Robertson are new
officers of Grove 126 of WOW.
20 Years Ago
A special page feature with stories
and pictures on George Hart who will
step down this week as Mayor of the
city of Murray after serving in that
capacity for the past twenty years is
published today in The Ledger & Times.
Deaths reported include Clayton C.
Ray, age 61, Mrs. Jessie L. Johnston,
age 86, and Billy Haley, age-61.
Jack Frost, Jr., pre-medical student
at Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Tn., has been the guest of his parents,
-Mr. and Mrs. Jack Frost.
Day and Nite Cafe advertises catfish
dinners at 75 cents to $1.25 and plate
lunches at 60 cents:5'
30 Years Ago
Open house and family day will be
held at the Murray Manufacturing
Company on December 5. An invitation
has been extended to the public to toiir
the Tappan stove plant during the
working hours on that day.
R. K. Kelley, county soils assistant
here, said that 75,000 trees will arrive
December 4 for the first step in
Calloway County's new tree planting-
Program-
Pat Clark, Tom McClain, Joe But-
terworth, Ben Crawford, and Rob
Smith, all of Murray, are members of
the swimming team at Murray State
College.
Miss Luztrene Ernstberger, daughter
of Mrs. Lucy Ernstberger, was married
to Orbie Culver, Jr., sob of Mr. and
Mrs. Orbie Culver, Sr., of Dexter, on
November 15.
Willie Hopkins was honored on his
806 blitlid the ifY With dinner-at home*.
• of -his sdni Davy snook* and Mrs.
Hopkins on Novevber 30) '
HEARTL1NE is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems—fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stmaped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this gojumn.
Q. I enjoy ordering merchandise
from mail-order companies. Can you
give me any tips on mail-order
buying?—C.J.
A. Here are eight tips to follow when
you purchase merchandise through the
mail:
—Look for guaranteed delivery date.-
TOday
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Dec. 2, the 336th day
of 1977: There are 29 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight inhigory:
On this date in 1942, a nuclear chain
reaction was demonstrated for the first
time — by scientists, working on a
secret project it the University of
Chicago.
Onthis date: •
In 1804, Napoleon Bonaparte crowned
himself Emperor of France.
In 1823, President James Monroe
outlined the Monroe Doctrine against
in die -Western
Hemisphere.
,„ • In 1956, Fidel Castro and a band-of
followers landed in Cuba to try to
overthrow the Batista government.
In 1960, the head of the Anglican
Church, the Archbishop of Canterbury,
broke precedent by visiting Pope John
XXIII at the Vatican.
In 1964, former Argentine dictator
Juan Peron arrived in Brazil in an
attempt to return to Argentina but was
sent back to Madrid.
In 1965, the U.S. aircraft carrier
Enterprise launched air strikes over
Vietnam, becoming the first nuclear-
-- powered ship to enter combat.
Ten years ago: The Roman Catholic
Archbishop of New York, Cardinal
Francis Spellman, died at the age of 78.
Five years ago: Fire raged through
pop music festival in Korea, and at
least 55 people perished.
One year 'ago: Communist China
dISMISSed Foreign Minister Chiao
Kuan-hua and named Huang Him to
succeed him.
Today's birthdays: Actress Julie
Harris is 52 year old. Actress Maggie
Smith is 43. -
Thought for today: I eni9y_con:
- iriTiscenCe-. It is the part:that makes the
illness worth while -- writen George,
Iternard Shaw', 1856-1950.
—Examine the offer carefully.
—Make sure there is a rWoney-back
guarantee.
—Keep a record of your order.
—Check the company out in advance.
—Never send cash.
—Be sure to enclose shipping, han-
dling and tax charges with your order.
—Do. not rely solely on the picture of
the item in the ad.
Q. I am a 56-year-old widow. Since
my husband died, my son and I have
been drawing Social Security benefits
from his work record. My son will be 18
years old early next year, but he will
still be in high school. After that he
plans to attend college on a full-time
basis. He may move into a dorm, but he
may stay at home and commute. Will
this have any bearing on me continuing
to receive Social Security benefit-
s?—T.J.
A. Once your son turns 18, your Social
Security benefits will end regardless if
he goes to school and lives at home. His
benefits will continue as long as he is a
full-time student or until he's 22.
You will be eligible for regular Social
Security widow's benefits when You
turn 60.
For people interested in Social
Security,- Headline has - developed- -
"Headline's Guide to Social Security.",
This book covers regular retirement,
disability, wife's benefits, widow's
benefits and allowed earnings. It also
details on some of the problem areas of
Social Security.
You man obtain a copy by sending-$2
to , "Heartline's Guide to Social
Security," Box 4994, Des Moines, Iowa
50306. ,
— Q. My husband in bn- Seivice
disability, If the Civil Service says his
earning capacity is restored, how will
this affect him?—N.B.
A. Even if an individual remains
totally disabled, an annuitant who
earning capacity is restored before
reaching age 60 will have the annuity
discontinued. If earning capacity is
restored, the annuity is continued
temporarily ( not to exceed one year). If
reemployed in government service
within the year, annuity stops upon
reemployment. U the individual is not
reemployed, the annuity stops at the
expiration of the 1-year period.
•
Bible Thought
And Jesus knew their thoughts, and
4-osid unto them, Every kingdom divided
against itself is brought to desolation;
and every city or house divided against
itself shall not stand. — Matthew 12:25.
• How often Christians waste theit
energies squabbling with other
Christians over insignificant details of
when we should be joining
forces to overcome_ the atheism and
secularism found in Our world.
tr,
U
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Don't Let Loser
Win You Over
By Abigail Van Buren
i., 1977 by The Chicago TribuneiN Y News Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: I am e 29-year-old single woman. Four
months ago I met a man about my age and we hit it off
beautifully. He has his own business, is active in politics,
and plans to run for public office. He lives about 300 miles
away, but he phones me every night and flies over to see
me every other weekend.
I really fell for him, and the feeling is mutual. We even
discussed marriage.
Last weekend he said he had something important to tell
me. Then he said he was married and had two children! He
said, "I didn't tell you sooner because 1 knew Lwas falling
in lovewith you and I was afraid-you'd-tell me-to-get lost. I
didn't Want to lose you." Then he started to cry.
Abby, I am so in love with him it's like I'm in a trance.'
He said he respects his wife but he doesn't love her. He
does love his kids. Also,-because of his political ambitions,
he can't get a divorce right now. But if I'm patient,
eventually% well be married.
What shoold-f -do? Wr (Ain't het, it if-we met too late.
DEEPLY IN LOVE
DEAR DEEPLY: If you're -wise you will tell him you
-never want to see him or hear from him again. It will hurt
less if you break it off immediately. There is no way you
can win with this loser.
DEAR ABBY: What "do you think of parents who
instruct their young children to "go give so-and-so a big
kiss"?
I have a relative who has trained her children to kiss on
command. She always sends her little toddlers around the
room to kiss everyone goodnight—some are strangers the
children have never seen before.
What are your -frwliog about
N MELESS
DEAR NAMELESS: Unless a Use i• spontaneous,
voluntary and sincere, it's counterfeit. So I would urge
parents,(and others) not to instruct youngsters to-bestow
theit kisses indiscriminately.
- DEAR ABBY: I need your- advice on how to tells friend
that she is welcome in my home but her dog is not.
Every time she brings her poodle here, he piddles on my
carpet. After she left last time, I had to shampoo both my
bedroom and living room carpets.
I invited her here again last Sunday. When I phoned her
in advance, I told her not to, get mad„ but to please not
bring her dog when she comes. Well, she came and brought
her dog. She said she tried to leave him but he cried so
much she couldn't. My living room got it again!
What can I do? She never misses your column. Please
print this!
OUT OF SHAMPOO •
DEAR OUT: Your problem is not the poddle. It's YOU
and your inability to convince your friend that you do NOT
want her piddling poodle to make a puddle on your carpet.
TELL her if she can't leave her dog home, you will miss
her. And if she comes and brings her dog, tell her you're
sorry, but she can't bring him in the house. If you lose her
friendship, you haven't lost much.
If you feel left out and lonely, or wish you knew how to
get people to like you, my new booklet, "How To Be
Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old," is for f?ou.
Send $1 along with a long, self-addressed, stamped 124






Best 0' Both $1.69
• Two Whitemeat Chicken Planks„.




Pirate's Crew Cup FREE with
the purchase of a 16 oz. soft drink.
Collect a different cup each week.
Four in all, available at participating
Long John Silver's Seafood Shoppes
_ _





•-- Stylish puiton pants
with cloth waist and
assorted waistline trim
100% Poiyester. Fash-
ion colors. Sires 10-18
Banlon shirts in beautiful gift box.
Choose from Y-neck with tipped col-
lar and plackets and tipped crew





Stylish tunics hay* cowl and
wing collar nockknos. 100%










tons on front pockets.







Cotorfut 'Superman" embossed -crrr -smoath ,-i-
sy-clean uppers. Flannel linin9, cushioned
nersole, padded heel. Sizes 9, to 3.
LITEWAY UNDERCABINET
LIGHT
Complete with 15 watt
bulb, cordset and con-
venience outlet. Perfect
for areas rn the kitchen










Add these cactus to your terrarium or window
garden. In pots.







CROCK POT Reg. 12."
The 31/2-qt. stoneware slow
cooker that. cooks food the
old-time Way. Low tempera-






Exclusive brewing system. Brews 1-1'0 cups 111
just seconds. No messy clean-up. Has built-in






REG. 19.88'I 5 8 8 —
Features dual chamber irdnization sensor. De-
_..pandable.solid..state circuitry. U.L. listed. Ea-
sy to install, clean,, service. Battery,powored.
5eeping sound warns when fresh r.ell is needed'.
Bel-Air Shopping Center









Bright multi-colored vinyl or fabric patchwork rocker
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PA
FASTBREAK BUCKET - Susie Imes (11) of the
and drove for on easy bucket on this play. Chasing
wards (12).
• .„
Lakers picked up two points as she stole the ball







This week. iJerry's-feature5 an All-
American tradition — grilled baby
beef liver smothered in onions. We
add your choice of potatoes, and
tossed salad. An old-fashioned
delight, at an old-fashioned price.
Good from 11 a.m. daily,















Laker Girls Go To 3-0 After
Edging Sixth-Ranked Lone Oak
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sports Editor
What happens when two of
the top-rated basketball teams
in the region get together for a
game and one team goes over
10 minutes and scor es only two
points?
The team that suffers the
drought usually gets whipped.
Such was not the case Thur-
sday night at Calloway County
High School as the sixth-
ranked Lone Oak Purple
Flash fell 48-41 to the seventh.
rated Leiters.
With 6:15 left in the first
quarter, Calloway County held
a 6-0 lead as sophomore for-.
ward Mina Todd notched the
first three baskets of the
game.
- Not until the 2:10 mark of:-
the first period did the Lakers
score again as Stephanie
Wyatt hit from inside. For-
tunately for the Lakers,
 --- during the four-minute
scoreless streak, Lone Oak
managed only six points and
Wyatt's bucket gave the
Calloway girls an 8-6 lead.
Then came the second
streak After Wyatt's basket,
the Lakers did not score again
until Todd hit from eight feet
with 4:08 left in the first half.
Todd's basket cut Lcrie Oak's
lead to four points at 14-10.
So for 10:17 of the first half,
the Lakers scored just two
. points. Then in the final four
minutes of-the half, things
-Wined the Other way and that
snapped the Calloway girls out
of their slump and they never
looked back again.
pushed the lead out to 10 at 28-
18 with 4:38 left on a five-foot
turn-around by Melissa
Miller.
The lead replained at 10 as
the score wa,s 33-23 after three
periods. _
Lone Oak fought back in
last quarter and with 2:56 left,
trailed just 38-35. But Rose
Ross came up with a key steal
then picked up an assist to
Wyatt who hit from under for
a 40-35 lead.
Then with 1:56 left, Todd hit
a seven-footer from the right
side for a`42-35 Laker lead, all
but wrapping up the victory.
The Lakers stretched the lead
Rose Ross scored froni
under with 1:17 left in the half
to make it a 16-16 game. Then
Wyatt stole the ball and fed to
Todd who hit from 10 and the
Lakers led by two. With just
six seconds left in the half, ---
Felicia Pinner scored from
Inside on a outback and it was
a 20-16 lead at intermission for -
Calloway.
How the Laker girls
managed to survive the first
half and come out with a lead
' is hard to understand. Pinner
picked up her fourth foul in the
opening minutes of the second
period but stayed around as
Laker coach Marianne Davis
gambled because the lakers
needed someone on the
boards.
And just 30 seconds into the
second period, Todd picked up
her third foul but she too
remained in the game for all
but a minute of the frame.
  The Lakers were beaten
Amu%
badly on the boards in the first
half but still, they led.
Then at the opening of the
second half, the Lakers ran off
eight consecutive points and
Now Through Dec. 31, at
McKeel Equipment Co., Inc. in Murray.
Rom Than
20:FRACTORS
in all sizes and modtls to choose from Thevlre all in stock and
ready tor delivery, or it you wish
McKeel's will store your new Case till spring at no extra charge
So act now and save as much as $500 on a
tractor and mower of your choice at
McKeel Equip. Today.
Snow Blades, Snow Chains and
Wheel Weights Also In Stock











to 10 before Lone Oak scored
three points in the last 10
seconds to trim the final
margin to seven.
Todd fouled aft with 1:42
left and exited .the game with
19„spoints iand.a large ovation.
Pinner picked up her fifth foul.'
just a few seconds later and
also exited to a nice ovation
from a good-sized crowd.
"The girls didn't get upset
by the fact they weren't hit-
ting well," Davis said.
"Our turnovers and our lack
of rebounding really hurt us.
But Lone Oak was a fine club
and we knew they would' be.
They are well-coached, have
pod shooters and play the
boards well at both ends of the
floor.
"I was pleased with the win.
-It seemed when someone went
cold, someone else would pick
up the slack and hit along one
:Tor us. We Ted the ball well to
Todd. We had 17 assists in the
game;" Davis added.
The Laker girls, who had 26
rebounds with 10 of those
coming from Pinner, took 61
shots to make their 21 field
goals.
In the freshman boys' game,
Coach Joe Stonecipher's
Ulcers fell 57-48 to a talented
Lone Oak club.
ziAttaltneratai -
CORNERED - Sherri Edwards of Lone Oak is caught in the corner by Rose Ross of the takers in
the Calloway County girls' 48-41 win over the sixth-rated Purple Flash Thursday.
Calloway, which trailed at
every quarter stop, hit just al
of 76 from the floor for a frigid
'vs per cent while Lone Oak
was blazing away on 56 per
cent shooting with a ZS for 45
night.
James Bynum fired in 20
points to lead the Lakers while
Marty Wyatt added 10. In the
rebound department, Tim
McAlister had 12 while Wyatt
had six.
The frosh boys, now 1-1, will
play at Fteidland December
12.
Calloway's girls are 3-0 on
the season and will host
Farmington next Thursday.
FROSH BOYS' GAME
Lone Oak 12 14 14 17-.57
Calloway 7 15 12 14-48
Lone oak (57) - Hagan 24,
Cruse 17, Dodd 6, Cnift 4 ajar
Story 6.
Calloway (48) - Bynum 20,
Sanders 8, Wyatt 10, McAlister
3 and McCuiston 6.
Lone Oak
fg ft pf tp
Burton 7 5 2 19
Bearden 1 0 3 2
Elliot  1 2 2 4
Powers  0. 1 0
Edwards 0 1 3 1
Bechtold 6 3 2 15
Totals 15 11 13 41
Laken
fg ft pf tp
Imes 2 0 3 4
Winchester 0 0 1 0
Todd . '' . , , 9 1 5 19
Pinner  1 s
Wyatt  2 0 1 4
Willie 0 0 1 0
Ross 2 4 4 8
R. Overbey 2 0 3 4
M. MMer..  1 0 2 2
Totals 21 6 25 48
Lone Oak ,7 9 , 7 18-41
Calloway a., 12 '13 15-48









at 1300 Johnson Blvd., Murray
Open 9 to 3 Mott. thru Thurs. 9 to 6 Friday 759-1234
SAVE WITH SECURITY
EMPHASIS IS ALWAYS PLACED ON YOU, OUR DEPOSITORS...GIVING YOU
EVERY ADVANTAGE, TO MAKE SURE YOUR SAVINGS PLAN EARNS THE
MAXIMUM ALLOWED BY LAW!




Interest Not Paid If
full Amount Not 'Paid or--
Withdrawn Early
For A Merrier 1978 Christmas





Christmas    
Clubs
Murray Residents
YOU CAN NOW MAKE PAYMENTS HERE -
RATHER THAN SENDING THEM TO
MAYFIELD.
SECURITY FEDERAL
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Tiger Girls Open With
48-37 Win Over Fulton
everyone isrlin rnsulaRIaU 
 solve the problem of not the rip," he added.
• Only one Tiger did not play.having enough "Perim" - a basketball team. That was senior guard
Rich Risher quickly went to Marlene Farrell, the only
fulltime starter back from lastwork on that problem Thur-
sday night as his Mitrray High season. Farrell had an injured
ankle and though she did dressgirls' basketball team opened
out for the-qmd not.sef_.sittLa 48/.37_ win a Fulton CO--
With only one girl on the
For the first few minutes ofteam who had played any last
the game, it was close but thenyear, in a starting role, the
in 
Tigers pulled out to an 11-6Tigers put on a fine display of
lead at the end of the firstdesire and teamwork 
picking up the win.
"We played eight or nine
people in the first half,"
Fisher said. "Then in the
second half, we had.the lead




91, For basketball fans who
er plan to make the trip to Bir-
mingham Saturday to see
Murray State play Samford,
there should be no trouble in
buying tickets.
However, for those fans who
had hoped to, see the Racers
play at Indiana, forget it. All
of the Hoosier home games
are sellouts.
However, the Murray State-
Indiana game, which will be
held • in Bloomington
December 10, wW be televised
In Louisville and Evansville so
If you are in those areas, you
can see the game on tv.
After the game with Sam-
ford Saturday, the Racers
play powerful Kansas in
Lawrence Monday night. The
next home game for MSU will























period and coasted on to a big
29-14 cushion at intermission
and from that point on, it was
a breeze for Murray High.
Krista Russell, a forward
who saw a lot of playing time
last year in a reserve role,
tossed in 15 points to pace the
Tigers while guard Jaina
Washer added 14.
"We started Candy Jackson
in place of Farrell and for a
freshman, she did a super job.
She showed a lot of poise and
confidence and directed the
offense real well. She also had
a good game on defense,"
Fisher-said of Jackson.
-:!-Washer was our workhorse
on defense; she came up with
quite a few_ steals and on of-
fense hit six -of 11 from the
floor. She kind of tOalp•control
of everything and settled
everyone down.
"Inside, we were fair. They
out rebounded us 36-34.
"Tonya Alexander, a fresh-
man, came in and played over
half the game and led us in
rebounds with 12. She really
jumps well. Catherine Sim-
mons and Rhysa Griffith also
played well inside and blocked
off fairly well. - -
"Krista Rudeell had one of
her best games ever. She hit
four of _seven from the field.
and seven of 10 from the free
throw line plus she had six
Stow-A-Way Mini
Warehouse
Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
For. ..home owner, apartment dweller, mobile home
dweller, small or large businessman, mover, anybody
,with a space problem.
Includes.. .Individual bays (any size), 24 hour priir-ate






641 North, Center Drive
Neer perking Pancake House, behind Carl Howard Used Cars.
U-LOCK IT U-STORE IT
U-KEEP THE KEY
5'x1C1'  month 
$1
5'xI6'  month S2300
8'x101  month $25°43
10'x T6'  month sow
rebounds,"  Fisher wild -
"This aids the game we
needed to get in, our first, and
we won it so I'm pleased with
the way things went. The only
thing that really bothered me
was our turnbvers. We had 27.
Our shooting wasn't great. We
hit 17 of 50 but that will im-
prove. I really hied the vily
we worked as a team," Fisher
added.
In the freshman boys'
contest, John Hina's Tigers
posted a 46-33 win. Murray led
only 18-17 at halftime before
outscoring the Bulldogs 28-16
in the final half.
Gary Sims and Howie
Crittenden each tossed in 13 -
points for the Tigers to pace
the attack. On the boards,
Robin Roberts had eight
rebounds and Darwin Bum-
phis five.
Both the f?osh boys and the
varsity girls will get their next
taste of1211011 text Thursday
when they host Lowes. The
Lady Blue Devils are the top-
ranked team in the First
Region.
FROSH BOYS
Murray 10 8 14 14-46
Fulton 13 4 8 8-33
Murray (46) - Bradshaw 4,
Sims 13, Ball 2, Roberts 6,
Crittenden 13, Schanbacher 2,
. Bumphis 4 and Santagado 2.
-Fulton (33) - Patton 13,
Griffith 3, Pearson 2, Greer 8
and Burnett 7.
rein
ig ft pf tp
Jaina Washer 6 2. 3 1,4
Griffith 
I 1 
3 0 4 b.
' 3
Russell'., . 4 7 3'15
%met.. 1 .1 2
Alexander 0 3 3 3
Morph.,  I 0 0 2
Tann Washer- 11-0 1 -0
Garfield 1 0 0 2
Totals 17 14 19 48
Fatten City
fg Pt ti)
Smith 2 2 5 6
Pearson 9 1 3 19
Burnett . 2 2 1 6
Nbcohan 0
Kerney 1 0 3 2
Butts 1 0 0 2
Dallas 0 2 5 2
Wilburn 0 0 2 0
Totals 15 7 21 37
Murray 11 18 8 11-48
Fulton 6 8 10 13-37
Weekend Cage Picks
High School Picks:
&T. MARY at Heath by 3
Ballard at CALLOWAY by T -
Murray at TILGHMAN by 12
Reidland at LONE OAK by 16
Carlisle at LOWES by 4
FANCY FARM at Cairo
Camelot by 3
Symsonia at WINGO by 4
MARSHALL COUNTY at




St. Leo at TENNESSEE
TECH by 20
MURRAY at Samlord by 3
Toledo at EASTERN KEN-
TUCKY by 13
Marshall at MOREHEAD by 6
UNC-Wilmington at EAST
TENNESSEE by 19
Delta State at MIDDLE
TENNESSEE by 14
Season Record: 4-2 high




very new. very fashion-right.
choose an exciting new look
in khaki colored gingham
check with soltd-poplia.g.un---4
patch and flap pocket. or
select the solid color khaki
with over-sized bellows
















An Interview With The New MSU Grid Coach And AD
Sports Editor
We have found the man who can fill the shoes of both
athletic director and football coach at Murray State
t)nIirlty. '-
This man, has not appeared before the committee at MSU
but instead, we interviewed him. He granted the interview
with the stipulation we would not take his picture or he
might break the camera (with his ugly scowl).
Here's the way the Interview went with our choice for- •
MSU coach and athletic director: Woody Craze.
QUESTION.: Woody, we understand you have applied for
the football coaching position at Murray State University.
What plans do you have for the future? -
Woody: To hell with the football program. After we win a
couple of national championships here, I'm gonna take over
this place and be the president.
QUESTION: Woody, we know you are only joking. You do
realize how many times the president gets his picture in the
paper don't you?
WOODY: Pardon me, would You rePeat that before I punch
you out. I found a hair on my tootsie roll and missed that
questfatr- - -
INTERVIEWER: Skip it Woody.
woppy,-oh, I like peanut butter too.
INTERVIEWER: Woody, we have a problem at Murray
State from the standpoint we don't have as many
scholarships as the school you previously coached at. What
do you have to say about that?
WOODY: That's no problem. I'm just tire ik father to my
players. People will come here just to play for me.
INTERVIEWER: You mean your players really regard
you as a father, they actually have that much respect. fnr
you?
WOODY: Damn right, and if they don't get the job done,
they don't get no television for a week. And no comic books
are allowed in their rooms either.
INTERVIEWER: Woody, a lot of people over the past few
years have said part of Murray's. problems on offense
comes from the offensive line. What do you think about the
line, offensive that is?
--WOODY: Yes sir, I'm against the line. I don't gamble on
- nothing. We keep it clean here. I have never believed in
gambling: I keep my Morey so I can pay off, et, I mean give
the officials their money.
INTERVIEWERT:Moody, do you have plans to assume an
active role as the athleticalirector?




Having seen a dog (Green
Bay-Washington) and a
turkey (Buffalo-Oakland) thq
past two Monday nights, the
National Football League
presents horses (the
Baltimore Colts) and fish (the
Miami Dolphins).
Compared to those other two
beasts, this game is a real
beauty.
It has the natural emotion of
a fierce division rivalry. And
as an added attraction, the
losers know they may well
spend the Christmas weekend
at home, with the family in-
stead of in the NFL playoffs.
Having given you enough
reasons to tune in, we can give
you one to tune out. We know
who's urine win.
Baltimore - by a couple of
touchdowns.
Don't believe us? How can
you doubt us after our 12-2
week that put the season
record at 110-44 for .714?1
Colts M, Dolphins 17
- The defenss are about
equal, both good. The of-
fenses, likewise, appear to be
about the same - but
Baltimore's is built on balance
while Miami's (Bob Griese's-
six touchdown passes cnot-
withatanding) is almost ex-
clusively run-oriented. If the
Colts can close down the
Miami rush (and they're
,pietty-gaad--at-ahlaiting down
any rush), they will get the
qut-6k upper hand and build on
it.
Rams 21, Raiders 17
Oakland scores more often,
but that's because Los
Angeles doesn't have to. The
Rams will play their same old
boring game, the kind that
loses viewers and wins
division titles.
Bears 35, Bucs 7
Same old story for Tampa
Bay. But consider this. The
Bucs will throw a roadblock in
Walter Payton's dream of sur-
passing O.J. Simpson's 2.003-
yard season. He won't_ get
much more than 100.
Bills 20, Redskins 16
Upset Special No. 1. Bla-
2.ards are the great equalizer.
and arthritics don't. do well in
the cold.
Falcons 14, Patriots 10
• Upset Special --Igo. 2
Atlanta's thing is to force
mistakes. New England's
thing is to make them.
--
• ' Cleveland; top, -sits and
•
waits for the critical turnover,
which San Diego makes all too
often.
Steelers 31, Seahawks 10
Seattle usually makes
things interesting - but not
when the Steel Curtain comes
down.
Lions 20, Packers 13
Detroit can't win on the road
- so call Green Bay the Lions'
home away from home.
Vikings 17, 49ers 10
Minnesota always does just
enough. It won't need much
this time.
Bengals 38, Chiefs 14
The only thing worse than
Kansas City's offense is its de-
fense.
Saints 24, Jets 20
Archie-Manning vs. the Jets'
secondary. New York is over-
matched.
Cowboys 35, Eagles 16
Here's where Dallas gets
back in a Super Bowl triune of
mind.
Broncos 28, Oilers 17
Does anyone still doubt that
Denver is dynamic?
CaAlhals 41,'Glants If
St. Louis can dish it out as




- AT MURRAY MIDDLE
DOA Grade Dirks




,rurr-Jci-Siit liet. 4. Bard 2,_Cos
Murray g 331 Menet°, Hood 2, Jeltell
4, Thompson 4, Fox 9, Kelly 2, Russell 2,
Mobley, Swift, Marshall, Burkeek arid
Tharpe. Mobley had six rebounds for
Murray while Tharpe and Rouse each
had five Murray isibeerthe season epd
4vi1l host Eaf: rodetioCalillG_ ..oway next 
Fridayr. .
Ntritiati 7EsCENDEP Fie.oH APES• 77,4gy 4 6 4 12-267 5 8 2-?2
Homra 8, Douglass 3, Connell end Scan-





;kb Frye 4, Hargrove, Murphy and Hooper
11. Frye had 15 rebounds for MMS while
Schmaltz had six and Boggess five
Murray Middle's hoys.tre.nowle.
will play at home next Friday against
East Calloway.
WOODY: I've always been 'a good actor. What do you
think the tv cameras are always on me all of the time for?
INTERVIEWER: Isn't it true that you aren't a great
publie relations man:
WOODY: That's true. I only have relations with my wife.
INTERVIEWER: Do you have any plans for any new
sports programs at Murray State?
WOODY: Well, I have thought about a swimming team.
We can get all of the student photographers on campus and
take them down to the middle of the KenLake bridge and I'll
posh them off. That'll separate the men from the boys on
our swimming team.
INTERVIEWER: Woody, I notice yoifre loOking at yotir
watch quite a bit. Is there anything Wrong?
WOODY: Well, Mickey's big hand is on the five and his
little hand is on the six and I really must be getting home to
Mother.
INTERVIEWER: Woody, how nice. You didn't tell us
about your mother.
WOODY: She helps to make me what I am. She's the
inspiration of my life. I'll be back to finish the interview but
first I have to go home and kick her into bed.
AT MAYFIELD
Eighth Grade Girls
North Calloway 6 I 7 6-22
Mayfteld 2 3 0 8-13
North 22) - Lamb 13, Hoke 3, Crick 1,
Tremblay 5, 'lad& Garner and Hooper. -
Mayfield (131 - Bright 1, Reed 5,
Smith I, McCampbell 2, Harris 2 and
Sholay2.
WA Grads Boys
North - 4 5 5 0-14
Mayfield_ . 13 1- 13 9-42
North (161 - Starks 2, Lovett 9, Work-
man 2,-Wells 3, Darnell, Jones, Alexan-
der. -Anderson, -Burgess, Young, -lamb
and Pettish.
Mayfield 1421 - Jackson 4, Sanderson
14, Moss 2, Prince 10. Reed 10 and
Crawford 2. The North girls are now .1-1
and the boys are 0-2 Both teams will










& MOTOR SALES, INC.
is Superior.
A
Announcing A New Service
that Good News for Car Owners with
Muffler Problems and Tight Budgets!
Now ye+i--4en-oet low cost, topAuality Superior muffler tailpipe and exhaust pipe
installation WITH COMPLETE-CONFIDENCE at a place you know and trust
You can be DOUBLY CONFIDENT because your Superior Dealer
will give you a LIFETIME GUARANTEE IN WRITING
ON THE MUFFLER... TAILPIPE... EXHAUST PIPE AND LABOR, TOO!
(FULL LIFETIME WARRANTY)
Backed By More Than 600 Independent Dealers Coast To Coast
















& MOTOR SALES, INC.











Meet with Dr. Byron L. Thacker and Dr. Charles L. Boulton and their
staff, Mrs. Verlene Joseph, Therapist and Tommy Outland
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3,1977_ t
3-5 PM. •
Come by and see our facility and let our fine staff wish yclu a happy and
healthy Holiday Season and the best of everything in the up-corning-year
'r _Telephone 753-9909
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Jog-A-Thon Brings In Over 2,000
The Murray State women's track team raised $2,281.80 in
pledges in their Jog-A-Ton fund-raiser held Thursday af-
ternoonat Roy StewartStadium.
Because of tight budgeting and a large group of women out
for track, funds needed to be raised to add more support to
the program.
Each girl who ran collected sponsors who pledged a certain
amount of money per lap. The girls had one hour to run.
Glenda Calabro and Mary Ann McConnell each ran 33 laps,
which is eight and_a quarter miles.
-
A total of 28 girls ran 697 laps, which is equal to just over
miles.
On the average, each person ran 25 laps, which is six and a
quarter miles.
"Besides raising money, I thought it was a great thing for
team unity. The sprinters were in awe of the distance runners
after having run six miles themselves," said tracir coach
Margaret Simmons.
'This money will enable us to do a lot more things. We have
a javelin thrower who is improving by leaps and bounds and
we'll be able to buy her some equipment how.
-We'll also be able to run in at least two or three more road
meets next year"
The-iniatiejr Will enable the -Baty.. to--pay -for motel-bills;
food and lodging at the additional meets and of coarse, will
Kentucky's Curci Named
League's Coach Of Year
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A travel-weary Fran Curci,
fresh off a 10-1 season and hot
on the football recruiting trail,
returned home from Florida
Thursday night tojearn he has
been named The Associated
Press Southeastern Con-
ference Coach of the Year.
"That's really great," said
the fifth-year Kentucky coach.
"I really appreciate it and I'll
always cherish it."
Curci garnered nine of .11
votes forthe honor from-The
AP's Southeastern. All-
America Advisory Board. The
other votes went to Alabama's
Paul "Bear" Bryant, who led
the No. 3 Crimson Tide to the
SEC championship and a
Sugar Bowl date with Ohio
State.
Following a 21-6 collapse at
Baylor in the second game of
—the-season, -Kentucky rolled to
its best record in 27 years,.
_winnkng-nine straight games,
finishing 6-0 in the SEC and
ranked seventh in the nation.
- However, a one,year proba-




Wildcats ineligible for the SEC
title or bowl consideration.
"It's really been a kind of
spectacular year for all con-
cerned;" said Curci. "When-
ever you make coach of the
year, the coach is the fig-
urehead for the _whole team.
You can't do it by yourself.
"It's a credit to everybody
from" the ( university)
SIDE BY SIDE — Camille Baker (left) and Glenda Calabro
kept pace almost side by side and stride for stride in the Jog-
A-Thon Thursday. Calobro ran 33 laps, a total of eight and a
quarter miles and collected over 5400 in pledges.










The 1977 AMC Cars Must Go







If you're a value-conscious buyer you need to try
one of these 71 AMC cars. The ANC's are built for con-
venience, comfort and operating economy.
These 17's have a 2 year, 24,000 mile warranty.
"WHY NOT BUY ONE FOR
YOUR CHRISTMAS PRESENT"
II AMC
Cain's, AMC, Jeep, Inc.
806 Coldwater Road. 753-6448 • Murray
1 1. I 1 I .1_1 I
president on down. But they
can't 'give it to everybody, go
they give it to the coach," he
said.
Curci came close to the
honor following the 1973
season, his first at Kentucky.
With a teem that was an un-
derdog in every _game, Curci
posted a5-6 record, the team's
best since 1965, and was run-
ner-up to Bryant in- coach of
the year balloting.
"The first year was a major
accomplishment, really,"
Curd i said. "I think they're
completely different
situations. This year, we had a
great team."
Kentucky also dominated
the all-SEC team with five
players named to the first
teaRlanfl-thre‘44her&vratedia
the second unit.
Defensive end Art Still was
named first team All-America
and quarterback Derrick
Ramsey was voted to the third
team.
Curci said he hoped Ken-
tucky's recogniticmilikr
open some recruiting doors be
couldn't r)ter before.
"Hopefully, this helps
establish us as a team that can
play good football year in and
year out," Curci said.
"Ramsey was the key to this
whole year.
"It started snowballing this
year," he said. "I don't think
you can anticipate what's
going to happen before the
season, but who would ever
have dreamed this would
happen? That's what makesit-
so exciting."
Come To Terms
CINCINNATI ( AP) — The
Cincinnati Reds announced
' Thursday they have reached
terms with pitchers Mike La-
Coss and Rick O'Keeffe,
leaving only seven pliyers
unsigned on their 40-man
spring roster;
LaCoss, a 21-year-old right-
hander, had an 11-13 record in
1977 with a 3.87 earned run
average for Indianapolis of
the Class AAA Eastern
League. O'Keeffe, a 20-year-
old lefthander, divided the
season between Three Rivers
and Holyoke of the Eastern
League, where he had- .a
combined record of 9-10 and a
4.05 ERA.
The only unsigned players
are pitchers Manny Sar-
rniento, David Moore, Shane
Rawley and Pauljerreyra;
infielders Dave Revering and




Attso-help-pily for travel expenses.
Simmons, showing her athletes that coaches can also get in
the act, collected just over $500 in pledges while Glenda
Calabro had over $400.
Sinunons said shewoold•iike to thank all of the-people who - -
helped sponsor a runner and that donations are still being
accepted.
The goal set for the event was $3,000.
•
SHOWING THEM HOW — Racer women's Crock coach
Margaret Simmons shows her ability at jogging. Simmons put in
five miles and collected over $500 in the Jog•A-Tlidn to raise
funds for the ivomen's track team.




University Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
The soul of education is the education of the
soul. The biblical view of man is the highest and
most noble view — he is the off-spring of God
(Acts 17:29). Hence, according to the Bible, we
are primarily and preeminently spiritual beings.
This Makes education a worthwhile and lifelong
endeavor.
We have lmost endless possibilities, because
we are God's off-spring! Every potential, every
possibility, and every opportunity is in direct
proportion to the measure of the consequences
of its ab,ence: One of our most serious
deprivations is our failure to "use our brains," or,
our good sense. The least-honored vocations of-
fer almost unlimited oppoftimities-for growth
and development. Self-improvemOnt begins with
self. We have the po—Wer to discipline our
thinking and to feed our minds.
Don't waste brain-power! The human spirit is
man's last horizon! Christ offers every incentive
for learning and living! (Galatians 5:22, 23; II Peter
1:3-11; Philippians 4:8).
It's the greatest thing in the world
to be a Christian.
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
(AP) — Claude "Sleepy" Tay-
lor's 26 points paced Middle
Tennessee to a -79-68 college
basketball victory 'Thursday
over Athens and brought the
senior guard's career point to-
tal to 992.
Eight more points and
Taylor will become the 12th
Middle Tennessee player to
score 1,000 points in a career.
Top scorers for Athens were
Jerry Veale and Larry
Tucker, each with 19. Veale
and Tucker also pulled down 9
rebounds apiece.
Bob Martin of Middle Ten-
nessee led all rebounders with
11.
The Blue Raiders built a 40-
20 bulge late in the first half.
In the second half, Athens
twice cut the margin to 6
points before Middle Ten-
nesset pulled away.
Middle Tennessee's record
. now is 1-1 heading into a clash
with Georgia College Monday.
in Murfreesboro. The loss
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qr aham '-jackson- - *Openlit,li00 On Fridays *Open 1:5-Sundays -; Wrapping! 4)'Hurry! Hurry! Only 23 Shopping Days Left! • Free 'An/
s,
' • • Downtown Shopping Center 4.4•
' • "
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LONG RANGE — Renee Overbey (14) of the Laker girls
swished this shot from about 20 feet out on the left wing.
Defending for Lone Oak is Lisa Elliot (22).
(Staff Plootes by Nike flrenclon)
air




LARGE VOLUME --LOW PROFIT
. "Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
- NEW OR USED CAR
( MURRAY LEDGER te TIMES)
Murray State Rifle Team Off
To Highly Successful Start
After climaxing its fall
season by winning three of
four categories in the
prestigious 19th annual
Turkey Shoot at Kansas State
University Nov. 20, the
Murray State University's
nationally-ranked rifle team is
setting its sights on a nine-
match spring schedule which
includes an International
Shooters Union section meet
in Murray February 24-26.
The sectional meet, one of
the eight scheduled across the
country and the first ever to be
held at Murray, will include
teams from Western and
Eastern Kentucky Univer-
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Dennison-Hunt " 38 10
Beauty Box 28,4 1914
Dixieland Center 26,4 21'4
Thurman Furniture 26 22
Murray ins 26-
Hawaiian Tropic 25
Paradise K enne4s 24 24
Peoples Bank 23 25
Bank of Murray  21 27
Roses 17 31
Personality Beauty Shop. 17 31
Jerry's Restaurant-- - 16 -32
High Team Game (SC)
Beauty Box. ..... 817
Beauty Box. 813
Thurman Furniture - ..;.- . 711
High Team Game ille)
Beauty Box  1025
Beauty Box.. _ ...... lon
Thurman Furniture  1004




High Team Series ( HC
Beauty Box 2996
Dennison-Hunt 2925
Murray ins.  2911




High Ind. Game •HC.)
Mary Harris. ...... ....... 245
Sondra Rice 238
Donna Johnson 231
High incLSerie' s (SC)
Betty Parrish  521
Sondra Rice . . ....... .. 517
Mi ldred Hodge  501
, High- Ind Series •FiCi -
Betty Parrish 641
Vicki Grimm 629
Sondra Rice . . 628
High Averages






















and Vanderbilt as well as the
Murray team.
In the three-day invitational
competition at Kansas State,
the Murray shooters won in
both the collegiate and ROTC
divisions of the International
Olympic-Style competition.
Texas Christian was second
and the Air Force Academy
third.
In -the National Rifle
Association competition in the
same tournament, the
Murrayans won the collegiate
division while the South
Dakota team won the ROTC
division. The largest small
bore rifle tournament in the
nation, the event attracted 50
teams from 25 universities
and four high schools.
Shooting for Murray in the
International competition
were: Mike Gross, a junior
from Menomonee Falls,
Wisc.; Bill Patzke, junior,
Cleveland, N. Y., and Shelley
Soncrant, the only girl on the
team and a freshman from
Stoughton, Mass. They scored
1,695 points out of a possible
1,800. The Texas Christian
score was 1,685.
• In the ROTC competition in
the same event, the Murray
team scored 1,622 points out of
a possible 1,800 to win. Making
up this team were: Hugo
Adelson, junior, New City, N.
Y.; Roger Writhrow, fresh-
man, Rawlings, Wyo., and
Jim Murray, a Miami.: Fla .,
freshman.
Gross, Patzke, Adelson and
Soncrant made up the Murray
entry in the NRA collegiate
competition,_.winning with
2,222 points out of a possibib
2,400. An alternate member of
the squad IS 'Jay - Sullivan, Ef -
sophomore from Pulaski, N.Y.
The Murray sharpshooters,
-1/101red sixth in the nation
among all small bore shooters
Last year, are coached by
Master Sergeant Howard
Willson, a member of the
ROTC staff at the university.
Its two ROTC teams also were
first and second in the nation
for the same period in the final
rankings compiled by the
National Rifle Association.
The Murray team practices
four times a week in addition
to a Thursday evening session
during which its members fire
from all of the required
positions under match cond-
tiions in its newly-completed
range by Roy Stewart
Stadium. Its national rankings
are determined by the scores
posted in the National Rifle
Association sectional tour-
naments, the one of Which will
be held at Murray in
February.
The team's next competition
will be a matchot Cookeville;
Tenn., with the Tennessee
Tech shooters, also one of the
top rifle teams in the nation.
The season ends with the
Champion of Champions
tournament at For Benning,
Ga., in April, to which all the
top shooting schools in the
nation are invited and at




To Victory Over Tavs
By MIKE HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) —
Houston Rockets (oich.T8m
Nissalke is trying to keep it a
secret, but Moses Malone is
playing center these days.
Malone started in the
middle Thursday night,
scored 28 points and collected
23 rebounds to carry the
Rockets past the Cleveland
Cavaliers, 105-92.
"I don't want to say Moses is
playing center because I think
he deserves to make the All-
Star team," explained
Nissalke. "I don't want them
the voters) to be throwing
him in there against guys like
Ithe fakers' Kareem) Abdul-
Jabber and (Boston's Dave)
Cowens because he's a dif-
ferent type player."
Forward Rudy Tom-
janovich added 27 points as
the Rockets became the last
National Basketball
Associatioa team this season
to win on the road. They had
lost all eight of- their previous
contests away from home.
The Houston triumph also
ended Cleveland's four-game
winning string but was only
the Cavaliers third loss in
their last 14 games.
In the other NBA game, the
San Antonio Spurs jabbed the
New _York Knicks 120-116.
The Rockets, who out-
rebounded Cleveland 51-37, led
57-45 at halftime. They ex-
tended that to 70-56 early in
the third period, but the
Cavaliers exploded for an 18-5
Pairings Announced For
Calloway Cage Tourney
Pairings have been set for the Calloway County High
School Christmas Tournament which will be held December
15-17 at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
At 7 p.rn. on Thursday, the 15th, the Fulton County girls will
go .againk the Murray High girls. At approximately 9 p.m.,
the Murray High boys will clash with the Fulton County boys.
On-Friday, the 7 p.m. game will feature the Calloway
County girls against the Hickman County girls. Then at 9
p.m., the Calloway County—boys will play the Hickman
County boys. -
The girls' championship game will be held at 7 p.m. on
Saturday, the 17th, with the boys' championship game to
follow.
Admissiqn will be -two dollars for adults and one dollar for
students. Officials for the tourney are Dennis Jackson,
James Perry, Charles Cash and Lyman Brown.
Last year, the Murray High boys won the championship
over Calloway and in the girls' tourney, Calloway won the
title over Murray High.
RECORD SHOOTERS — Three members of Murray State Uoiversity's nationally-ranked rifle
team check their targets with their coach, Army Master Sergeant Howard Willson, after a prat
tice firing session. Shown from left are: Bill Patzke, Cleveland, N. Y.; Shelley Soncrant,
Stoughton, Mast.; Coach Willson; and Mike Gross, Menomonee Falls, Wise. The team recently
won three of four major categories in the 19th annual Turkey Shoot at Kansas State University in
which 50 teams from 25 universities and four high schools competed.
LITT N'S








surge that made it 75-74 en-
tering the final quarter.
Cleveland went ahead twice
in the early moments of the
fourth period, but Tom-
janovich pumped in two quick
baskets to make it 83-80.
Malone scored the next nine
points for the Rockets, in-
cluding five in row, and
Houston coasted to the vic-
tory.
Campy Russell and Walt
Frazier led the Cavaliers with
23 and 18 points, respectively.
Spurs 120, Knicks 116
LGeorge Gervin scored 29
points to help San Antonio,
playing its third game in three
nights, hold off New York,
which has had its own prob-
lems on the road. The loss, the
ECnicks' sixth straight away
from home, came despite 30
points by Bob McAdoo ant 29
more by Earl Monroe.
BASEBALL
NEW YORK — Jim Rice of
the Boston Red Sox, who led
designated hitters in four
categories, was named
recipient of the "Outstanding
Designated Hitter Award" by
the American League.
Rice's .316 batting average,
287 total bases, 31 home runs
and 13 triples topped the DHs.
TEXACO
takes you to the Met
pr an enjoyable
experience
All live on radio, direckfrom
the Metropolitan Opera House
SA11. RDAY RADIO SCHEIN. 'I .E
ilkru I )PIRA ( ONIPC 1St R PM T )
19--
Dec i RIGOLFITO - %etch
Dec II) PETER GRIMES- Britten
ILti 1- MAIA,MA - ,PuLcint
Oct. 2-i LA BOBEME - Puccini
1)e-c. 31 IA ERAS'LATA- Vetch
Jan 7 ' DER 114.ISENICA\ALIER- Strauss
Jan. 14 IL 11()VATORE - Verith
Jan. 21 TaNNVJEUSER - "Wagfirt
Jan 28 THA15,- Mosorno
Fri+ - - -
Feb II AIMUANA IRE" - Cara
Feb 18 EUGENE ONEGIN - Tcbaileisky
Feb 25 BORIS GOD('NOS'- Mumorgsky
Mar. 4 PELLEASEI
Mar II LA FAV(MUTA- Donizetti





IX iN GI(WiLNNI -.Mozart





)Nsi, c. SI-AM rs. 01
Schirdule ',obi( it ti (11.ingt '
SPECIAL LEN'E "11-11-VIslt iN PR( )fri TI( NS ( )N
Pt 'BLit. BR( )AIX Atil ING sERVR.E.
Don (AMAMI — March 1(, 19:21(rIbUT,4IV).
(avalleria R1.141iCaLla Pugh:HA-1 - Apr S. 19-8 Wed
Please send quiz questions to Texaco t Vt1":1 4„,017
135 EaSZ 4 2n4.1 Saco Nev. NOrk, New NOrk 100(i I-
TUNE IN RADIO TUNE IN RADIO WKMS-FM 91.3






Sunday - 6:00 p. m. - Marriage
Monday-7:00 p. m. - Abortion
Tuesday-7:00 p.m. - Modern Versions of the Bible




For Transportation Phone 492-8206
Near Gospel Broadcast Sundays
at 8:30 a.m. on WNBS Radio
Watch Searching The Scriptures Sundays
at 12:30P m Channel 7 - WII1J-T11
- - •
•
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A NEW WAY TO SHOP A NEW WAY TO SAVE
TRUE WAREHOUSE PRICES-COMPARE ANYWHERE


































3 Piece Bedroom Set





With this apparel tree so practical
for -any decor, any room- in your
home. Just use your imagination
with a touch of nostalgia'. Simply
designed of sturdy oak, featuring
gleaming accents ot orass-tinisneu
hooks with procelain knobs and a
convenient umbrella receptacle - a
special piece at a special price, from











-Arthur W. Kind, 503 N. 1st.,
Murray, Charles R. Deering,
Rt. 1, Murray, Rachel E.
McDaniel, Rt. 2, Paris, Tn.,
Mrs:- Rita E!, Lamb,. RI. 3,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Glenda Ross
Hudson, Rt. 6 Bx. 292, Paris,
Tn., Mm. Karen Tabers, 230
Riviera Cts. Murray, Mrs.
Judy H. Crosby, 204 Cum-
berland Lane, Clarksville,
Tn, James K. Burton, Rt. 3
Si. 256-E, Murray, Leigh A.
Carter, 800 Olive, Murray, J.
T. Duffy, 302 Cherry, Murray,
Mrs. Rudy D. Satterwhite, Rt.
1, Murray, James R. Jackson,
121 Spruce, Murray, Connie S.
Sherrill, Bx. 7271 Regents
Hall, Murray, Mrs. Mary A.
Irvan, Hardin, Vernon F.
Williams, 709 Sycamore,
Murray, Susan A. Bagwell,
Woods Hall, Murray, N.
Madison Jones, 901 Pogue,
Murray, Mrs. Abi Downey, Rt.
2, Hazel, Mrs. Wile S. Clark,
-Rt. Murray,-Mrs. Winnie M.
Oleary, Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray, Mrs. Vennie L.
Bishop, New Concord, Baby
Boy Jackson (Mother Reva),








Mrs. Rene L. Dowdy and
Baby Boy, 824 S. 7th.,
Mayfield, James G. Harrison,
- Rt.. 1, Mayfield, James B.
— -Kelley, Rt. 3, Murray, Stacey
A. Sills, Rt. 6, Murray, Aubrey
T. Eldridge, Rt. 6, Murray,
Norma J. Matthews, Rt. 5,
Murray, Keith K. Farless,
1712 Magnolia, Murray,
Danny E. Taylor, 1600
-- Catalina, -Murray, Bitir R.
Thorn, Rt. 5, Murray?Gene R.
Coursey Jr., Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Jessie W. Hendon, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Glenda R.
Herndon, 314 N, 6th, Murray,
Rehears Brocr, 1518 Oxford
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Brenda K.
Owen, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Mary C. Bordeaux, 804
W. Main, Murray, Mrs. Lochie
B. Hart, 1313 Payne, Murray,
Mrs. Joyce M. Smotherrnan,
1416 Vine, Murray.
Each year the average Amer-
ican consumes more than 100
pounds of sugar, reports the
Health Insurance Institute.
One of the world's largest
manmade lakes is the Lake of
the Ozarks, which has 650 141-, -
lion gallons of water and 1,375
























Artisseited NOY Ileuesr Co**,
BARRM'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St.. .
Phone 753-9866
1:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Central Shopping Center
Hours 9-9 Mon.-Sat., 1-6 Sundays












straight dim shape for close-in control.
Unique jet airflow for fast drying power in
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; Automatic Chain Oiling
10" Bar & Chain



































10:00- Krofts Super Hour
11:00 - Weekend Sean'
11:36- NCAA Regimen
3:00 - NCAA Bowl GOP*
6.00 - Bugs Bunny
6.30 - A Cosmic Christntin
700- Basketball





Schedules For The Week Of Dec. 3-Dec. 9
WNGE-2
6:00 — Block Woman
6:30 - Bible Baptist
7:00-House of Worship
' 7:30- Amazing Grace
8:00-Little Rascals
8:30-Three Stooges
9:30 - Res Nombierd
10: 30- Woodman Baptist
11:30 -Capitol News
12:00- Issues ? Answers
12:30- Forithell '77
:011...-Christmes Tiorode




6:00 - Captain Courageous
100- The Gathering
1000- Ne ws wit ch -1






6:00 - GositMenieg Am.
7:30 -let. Show_





































6:00 - Sunrise Semester
7: - Mr. Magee --
7:3P- Bugiikany
8:30 -Skatebirds
9:30- Space Academy •
10:00- Batman/Tarzen
11:00 -Isis
11:30 - Fat Albert
12:00-Town Council
1:00 -spatiekt On Scheel.
1:30-fun City 5








7:30 - We've- &t Each 0th




11:30.7 Dead or Alive
12:00-News
1230- Movies I. Medan
TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
WSM-4
6:50 - Farm Digest
7:00 - Dennis The Menace
7.30-Jeff's Collie
8:00- Nashville Gospel
8:30 - Day of Discovery


















3:00 - NCAA Football
6:00- Leeman* Wilk
7:00 - Frosty's Winter
7:30 - The Long Earred
Christmas Deshey. -




10:30 - Don Kirshner
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
1:00- Young Sentinels
1:30 - New Archies
9:30 - I ant the Greatest
10:00- Thunder
10:30 -Search & Rescue
l
11:00 - leggy Pants
11:30 - Red Nand Gang
12:00 - Not Fudge
i
12:30- Cisco Kid
',00 - Mickey ouse '
1:30 - Film






6:30 - Bart's Nashville
7:00- Bionic Woman
8:00- Movie
10:00 - Scene at 10
10:30 -Saturday Night Lire
12:00-I Spy
WSII-3






















6:30 - Carl Tipton
7:00-Gospel Hour
8:00- Jimmy Swaggart
8:30 - James Robison
9:00- Oral Roberts
9:30-Iwo Rivers Hour
10:30 - It Is Written
11:00-Your Church
11:30-NFL Epotbell











11:00 - The Rifleman
11:30 - Face The Nation
12:00-News





8:30 - Super Witch
9:00- long Shoal Thew
































6:00 - Welt Disney













1:30-One Life to Live
2:15 - Genera Nospital
3:03 -Inge of 1410t 10:06- Wheel of tenses
3:30- Lassie 1\• 10:30-Anybody's Guess
4:011- MGM Theatre 41:00-Shoot fur the Stars
4:00-Ways Workshop 11:30 - NOON Show

































6:30 - Nome That Tone
7:00-Peal Lynde
8:00 - CherGe's angels
9. 00 - Beretta *
10:00-Newswatch
10:30-Adam 12
11:00 -Starsky B Hatch
1.45 -!'fl ChM
3:45-- Nowswatch
6:30- Almost Anything goes
7:00 - letter
7:30-Whit's Happening























8:00 - Charms Angels
9:00— Bereft
10:00-News



























7:30- Morning ea 5
11:00-.Captein Kangaroo
9:00— Nere's Lucy













5:00- Mary Tyler Moore
5:30-Walter Croathe
6:00-News































8:00 - til• A "S *11




11:30- Dead or Alive '
12:00-News
12:30- Movies & Madness
WPSD-6
6:1S - Wernher Info.
6:25 - Areal! Smith
6:54-Pastor Spooks
7:00 - Teeny Show





11:00-Shoe for the Stars
11:30-Claco & the Man
12:00 - News



















30 - Cactus Pete
6 - IS -News
6-30 News
7:00 The Year Without
Santo Claus
I 8:00 Carpenters At
Christmas











11:30- Dead or Alive
12:00- News
12:30-Movies & Wiriness
TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WSM-4





II:00- Hawaii Five-08:00-Peal Simon 9:00- Neiman Trophy9:00 -Whet Really Happened 101-00--Nows-
To Goss of 65
10:00- News
10:30 - Tonight Show






TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WSM-4
7:00-CPO Sharkey





























9:00 - Carol Ilenwtt
10:00- Plows
10:30 -Gemmel.*
11:30- Nashville on Read
12:00-Good News
12:30-With This Mal









10:00 - Camera Three
10:30-Face the Nation

















9:30- Price is Right
10:30-Lem of Life
10:SS - Mid* Maws




12:30-As the World Terns
1:90-Elaidag Light
2:00 - All in the Panay
2:30-Match Game 77
300- Tattletales
















































6:341 - Truth or6:30 - Cresswits
7:00-Wonder Woman Coasearence*
8-00 - Movie 7:00- CPO 'Sharkey
I0-00-News 7:30- Chico & Moo
10:30 - Genriokr 8:00 Rockford Fins
11-30 - Dead or A livei
72:00- Mies IstentIll- New —





'6:30 -Name The Tune
7:00-Fitzpatrick*
l:00-M'A'SH






























The record charts are
overflowing with live and in
cOncert albums and two
record sets. If you really want
to get_y_a_ur_. money's worth for,.
' a live concerebuy erecord - $t
is cheaper than paying seven
to ten dollars for a concert
ticket for a one night stand.
However, there is nothing
better than being at the real.
thing. Today we will look at a
good many of the live albums
that are on the carts and one
that is soon to come.
Rolling Stones - "Love You
Live" - This two set Lp has
both concert material from
concerts in Paris and Toronto%
Record Review
by J. D. Lancaster
as well as some new studio
material. the tragedy of this
album is that guitars
sometimes drown out Mick
Jegger's vocals.
-Minn Cainpbell - "Live At
The Royal Festival Hall" -
This two Lp set I highly
recommend because not only
does he sing his top hits but he
is backed by the Royal
Philharomic Orchestra
conducted in part by com-
poser Jimmy Webb. I was also
shocked to know that Glen
performed with The Beach
Boys for a year in 1965.
Genesis - The English
rockers are at it again with a
perhaps one of the worst Lps
I've heard because it has very
few hit (Six) and only one Lp.
The top songs on the Lp is
"Fool For The City and "Slow
Ride."
Crosby-Nub - This one Lp
set is not half as good because
it lacks the talent of Stephen
ItEcoms
Libby Puts Herself in Focus
By MARY CAMPBELL
AP Newsfeatures Writer
Compilations of new singer-
song writers this season include
Libby Titus. She has an agree-
able new album on Columbia,
-Libby Titus," with a single
about to appear, had only per-
formed in nine cities when she
was invited on TV's "Saturday
Night Live."
But instead of hacking in
quick acclaim, she's quivering,.
like a person stepping onto an
escalator for the first time. She
doesn't want to lose balance,
stumble or fall.
Just before the Ty appear-
ance, she appears fragile and
wan in an interview. "Nervous
is a eupheinisin for what I get.
I'm in a state of panic. Frii So
scared right now, I could burst
into.tears but I won't."
Carl- Simon and James-Tay-
lor had given a party for Miss
Titus the night before in New
York, letting her friends show
her they were rooting for her.
-Nothing would help. Even if
everyone I knew was there
holding me up, it wouldn't help.
I'm alone in this essentially.
But I'm thankful to friends.
Deeply."
Miss Titus is tl -and isn't
really starting out. However,
with this album she is making
her "real" beginning in show
business. She made a record,
'Libby," for Capitol in 1968 and
started another one for Bear-
sville in 1969. About the present
record she says, "I'm mainly
thankful to Paul Simon who, in
a way, saved everything. He
contributed more to my life
than I ever hoped anyone
would. That is a little dramatic,
but I meant it.
"He just came in and showed
me what to do in the studio and
gave me direction. Ile is sooth-
ing and -he is usually right. I
had gone through two produc-
ers, neither of which worked
for me. The first could have
worked but I didn't know it
then. The second could never
have worked. I couldn't start
searching for another producer.
Friends-decided they wanted to
help me out." Carly Simon and
Robbie Robertson also 'pro-
duced some of the cuts. Like
Miss sfroon, miss___TItec is  _a_
singer of songs instead of a
rocker.
She waebern in Woodstock.
N.Y., and grew up when the
music listened to there was
jazz. Of course, with the mov-
ing in of Bob Dylan, it became
fotk.—I always had a desire to
sing, really since I was 4, When
I was 14, I had a vision Of what
I wanted to do - sing torch
songs. I'm doing what I wanted
to do then.
"What I'm aiming for is to
become .NrirtitosciAiuger., to
use my voice as an in-
'strument."
Miss Titus and Eric Kaz :net
in' Woodstock when they were
children. She later wrote -Love
Has No Pride" with him. It's
her best-known composition so
far, recorded first by Bonnie
Raitt, later by Linda Ronstadt.
She is pleased that Kaz has
now-moved to Southern Califor-
ma.
But Miss Titus regarded
Woodstock as a place to get out
of. She had an aunt in New
York, "a Broadway playwright
and composer who wasn't fa-
mous. Buf she was inspIrIng, to
say the least.
"I used to count the seconds
until I was 18. I went to Bard
• College - which was 12 miles
away." Miss Titus also married
 • a writer, lived in New York,
had a son and divorced. Titus #
• was his name. "My -maiden i
name, Jurust, isn't bad. But it
sounds like rocks falling out of 2
- my mouth when I try to say it, 1 I 
so I go by Taps.". ., . g
iihile she was in New York 8' i
---franid:invited-her-to-Sakigertiaar .47:--
N.Y.. to ineet,a group collect_ 14
the Bead. -I ogid no.:1=tbotth1_411-- „
LIBBY TITUS
ed up going- and I met Robbie
Robertson. We liked each other
right away as friends and musi-
cians. We started talking about
making a record together. We
didn't realize it would be all
these years later."
The Band's manager, Albert
Grossman, signed her - she
was 23 - to his label, Bear-
sville. "We began a record with
Todd Rundgren predwing and
didn't finish it becaege, I was
insecure and not focused -
defocused. I saw no future in'
making a Diana Ross com-
mercial hit-record, 'Which' it
was going to turn out to be. In-
stead, I had a child, which was
actwally a great alternative to
making the record because she
is incredible.
"Now I'm a single, working
mother.
"I went through four years of
analysis, which definitely fo-
cused me, five years after my
daughter was born. Still, I'm
not finished. I'd like to be -
not like a Buddhist priest - I'd
like to be very well balanced.
I'd like to not succumb to all
excesses I can succumb to."
When the Band toured with
Bob Dylan, the -Woodstock
crowd moved to the West
Coast. After the tour, the rest
of them moved back; she
stayed.
"I wanted to make a record,
to develop musically. I hadn't
been doing that since I'd moved
back to Woodstock. I took lyr-
ics I had written in my note-
book and showed them to
Stills.
two record set entitled "Barry minnow - Live" -
"Seconds Out." The LP .was ThiS is a fantastic album
recorded in Paris and features





material film their 1976 and one of his concerts. It is a
1977' world tour. "Melody_ a
MEofngaklandeThalbestia Girealaactsai anein medfeatryisnagndhauis. 
of
smmgreaerctestial
hit such as "Mandy," "Could
Foghat - "Foghat Live" It Be magic" and "I Write The
Bongs."
"America Liver - For a
one record set, this group did
an excellent job and includes
nearly all their greatest hits
from "Amber Cascades." to -
"A Horse With No Name."
"Commodores - Live" - To
me the "Commodores Live"
Lp is the top of all soul ,
albums. There are Beautiful
cuts such as "I'm Easy" and
great funky rockers like
"Brick House." It is a must
for every soul collection.
"Elvis Presley In Concert"
just very much there for me, - I have reviewed this one
musically. before. It is a great keepsake
"It was great to have some- monento but it is not his best
one who believed in me at the live album.
point when I lost faith in my- Bee Gees - "Here At
self. He came where I was liv- Lasi...uvea .
Mg. I was like broken in half, one in my book. The two




liken. He thought I was great h.. their latest 
Love."hi
 "How Deep
Is Your  They  nowhai:: aep
mand therefore de me think ""`
She met Carly Simon when
medley of their old songs and
day party for James Taylor,
somebody took her to a birth-
jazzy versions of "Jive
became immediate friends with Talking."
the couple and has written
ThisSanistanso e 
o-f ̀c̀Marlosnflsanowetar' na
songs with Miss Simon.
She met Paul Simon through greatest endeavors and in-
Robbie Robertson. eludes a great live version of
It doesn't take anything away "Black Magic Woman" and' -
from the talents of Libby Titus their intent nit, "she's Not
to realize that she gets by with There."
a little help from her friends. „The Alice Cooper Shin," -
Current and 
ksnahis e handhitsler lrocks
top
Best Sellers "Schrooesl's Out" amnedu
ding
 the
(Compiled by Publishers' n.eeklY) famous "I Never Cry." This
FICTION Lp was recorded on his 1977
"The Silmarillion," Toiltien tour.
"The Thorn Birds," Mc- "Wings Over America" -
Cullough • Paul McCartney and Wings
"The Honourable Schoolboy," two record-set' is an oldie but
Le Carre goodie that his hung on the -
"Daniel Martin," Fowles chit... 
going 
as two years.
"Dreams Die First,"„ Robbins .This has to be a classic with all
NONFICTION his greatest hits and some
"All Things Wise And Won- done during his career with
derful," Herriot the Beatles. '
"Book Of Lists," There are other live albums
arallechinsky such as those done by Loggins
"Looking Out For No. L" and Messina, Be Bop Deluxe
Ringer and Pure Prairie League." We
"Six Men," Cooke look forward to even more live.
"Essays Of E.B. White ,",,5 Lp's in 1978.
White 
peopTe_ who could wr-IW- me-
lodies. It was exceptionally
hard to get into the music
World, now L think of ft. It was
hard to betome a valid any-
thing at that point. _
"Richard Green, a Los Ange-
- les session_ man. fiddle player,.
helped me a lot. We did little
recording sessions at his house,
tune research and writing. I
had a lot of music in my life
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Baptist Baptist  • . -
SCOM GROVE
Worship Service 11 00. m NEW Psovsoora
Evenuig Worship 6 30 p m Sunday School 10 a.m.
ElitINANUIL MISSIONARY Preaching Service 11 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 00 a m Nightly. Service • 6 p.m.
Evening Worship 6.30 p. m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Montilla Worship 10 45 a. m
Evening Worship 7 90p. m.
• .















Worlhip Service 11 am., 1st Sunday , 10 00 a .
-WEST MIN -
Morning Worship 11:011a.m
Sunday Evening 6 00 p. m
Wednesday Evening 7 00D
-
• .
• • • • • a do a •• 66666666666
m Ird StifidAysaiiiday School 10 00 a in_
Irsi & 4th
MARTIWS CRAM UNITEDM
MININESSMUNG . Worship Service . II 00 a.m.
Morning Worship 1100 a. m. et 55.inday School lit 00 am.
Evening Worship 7,00 p. m. 6000 SHEPHERD UNITED
NOITHSIDE Worship Service 9.30 a.m.
of Christ Sunday School 11 00 a mMorning Worship 11 015a M Church 
•
Evening Worship 7 00 p. rri. Nazarene
NAZIL BAPTIST NEW INDEPENOOKE (nano
Morning Worship 1I 00. in MURRAY meal
Evening Worship 7 30 m 5tin4ay.S400l 9;40m. --
Ptorionsa
Morning Worship II 00 a in Sunday School 10 00. mi.
--.-- • Morning Worship .Evening Worship'p. , 4. ,,... .
POPIAR SPRINGS Morning Worship 10 45 a m.
Morning Worship 11.00 a. m. N. Y. P. S. Worship 5. 15p m
Evening Worship 6 30p m Evening Worship 6.00 p. in.
Wednesday Worship 7:00 p. in.
GRACE SAPTIST
Sunday School 9.45 am. WORST DION CHURCH
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m. Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Singing, Evening W ors. . 5:30,6:00 ani. sonooy school 10700a.m.
111.000 RIVER Evening Worship 5:30p.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m. N. Y.P.S. Worship 500 p.m.
Evening Worship 6.30 p. in Wednesday Evening 6:30 p.m.
[INSET BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 : DO a. m.
Evening Worship 7 30 p. m. Pen tecos talMEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10:50a.m . ALMO wonEvening Worship 6 :9(1 
NEW 
IL m- Morrung Worship 11:00a. m.
MI. CARMEL MISSIONARY Evening Worship 7:30 p. m.
Morning Worship 1100 a. m. UNITED, way CONCORD
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m Sunday School 1000a. m.
FLINT BAPTIST Worship Services II OD a.m., 7:00 p.m.
Morning Worship 1100. m. CALVARY TEMPLE
Evening Worship 6 45p in SundaY Schwl - 1000 a. m.
Worship Services 11:00a.m., 730 p.m.CHEINT CORNER
FIRST ASSEMBLYg Worship OO a m. OF GOD 
_.M ornin W 
-Ey•ening Worship 7.96 a. m Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
ELM GROVE Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Morning Worship 1100. m Sunday Evening 7:00p. m.
Evening Worship - 6•15 p.m Thurs. nite 7:00 p. rri
SALEM RAPTIST UNITED, 310 ONO AVE.
Morning Worship 11. CO a m. Sunday School 1000a. m.
Evening Worship 7 15 p. m Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
. SUGAR CNN Sunday School AIDS CHAPEL 10:00a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a. m. worship service 11:00 a. m.Eventrig Worship 7:12o. In- Evening Worship 7:30p.m.
OWE 10$ CHAPEL .111ST UNITED
Morning Worship _ 11:00. a. m. londay Worship 10 00 a.rn & 7:00p.m.
Evening Worship 5:Wp. m. Toes & Thurs. 7:00 p.m
















Why do so many in thi. r 66666 dry gise freely of their
There are. perhape: is. many different roseate
„a .ihkia. au go au 61 a .1' 1.11 10 iene, their
a. ho.pital aides, scout lenders. or chuh workers,
other., they are carrying oast God' re. work in
to the,ie ...Mew. peopie. who make our country.











time,and Wrote to wee... ,
a. there are people, but
&Bowman. Whether they
they all realise that in
the world. We all owe a 'zee
and the world a better




:- - 6730p. in
UNIVERSITY KINSEY INNTNI
Morning Worstup 10:30a. ca. Sunday School 10 00 a. in.
Evening Worship 6'00 p in Morning Worship n 00. in
Evening Worship 7 00 p in
' GREEN PLAIN
Bide Study 
""WWorship Service mi10.45 a.m. &Ili :Iri rsh rvi 00T a EndWoip SeceIIA: il ij.m .1.1ITplist & Sun-
Wed. Worship 7,30 P-m. day ., 10 GO am. Erd & Ith. Sunday School
. W MURRAY 1000. a m. 1st & kscpunday. 11 00. m rdEST
Morning Worship 1030.. ra. & 4th Sunday
Evening Worship 6 00 p. in
rung M UNITEDUNION GROVE w wo illPiI MU 
10-00 am.Mornmg Worship 10-5.0 a. in.
rship 
Sunday School 11Evening Worship6 Mp. m. (*a .m.
SLYEITI 6 POPLAR FIRST METNODISTWorship Senrice 10•40a. m. Worship 6 45 & 10 SOL m.
Evening Worship • 6:00 p. m.
NEW CONCORD RUSSELS MPH UNITEDMorning Service 1050 a m. 
""' 
,,,, . Sunday School 10 CO
Evening Worship 'I P. m Morning Worship 11 00
PLEASANT VALUE
Morning Worship II:00a. m LIMN GROVE
Evening Worship 900P in Morning Worship Service 1100a. m.
SECOND STREET Suriday School 10 00a.m.
Morning Worship 10:451.m. . _ . . .
Evening Worship 6.00 p. in. GOWN MINNOW
FRIENDSHIP Morning worship Services 9 30 a. m.
Sunday School 10.00 •.m. Sunday Scheel 10.40a m.
Morning Worship 11 00. m. Evening services: 1st., 3rd & 5th Sundays
HAZEL CMIRCH Preaching Service 6.30 p m
Of CHRIST
Bible Study 10,00 COLE'S CAMPGROUND
A.M. Worship 10 , so Worship Service 10:00 a. in.
P.M. Worship 6.00
Mid-Week 700 DIRTIER-HARDIN UNITED
COLDWATER Worship Service 10:011a. m.
Morning Worship 10.50 a.m. 1st & 2nd Sundays 11.03 a. m.
Evening Worship 6.00 P-m- 1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
RIRELSET CHURCH
09 (111051 MT. NINON
Sunday School 1000a. m. 
11
Woratup Service 10:00 a. in. 1st Sunday &
Morning Worslup 10:50 a. in. :00 a. m. 3rd Sunday: Sunday School 11:00
a in lit Suziday -- 10 : CO a. m End, 3rd, 1.440
Gloating Worship 7:M Sunday & Wad'Sunday School 9: 30 a . m
Worship 11.00




tat Sunday 2 00 p. m.
3rd Sunday 1030a. m. Christian
OLD SALIM BAPTIST
Sunday School WM a. in FIRST OINSTIAN
Worship Service 11:19a. na Worship Services 1045a.m.,7:00p.m.
Vesper Service 3:00p.m. MURRAY 0111F1AN FELLOWSHIP
• COLDWATER - Worship 1030a. m.
Bible School 9:30a.m.Morning Services 
Evening Service 11111a.rn.Evening Services 
. ,iirisp,iim...., 600p, m .
CHURC/1 Of JESUS CHRIST
FAME BAPTIST ..: • OF lAMR DAT SAINTS -
Morning Worship 11:00a. m. , -99.tday School • 10 45 a. m.
Evening Worship 6,3O p.m. ST. LEO CATNOUC
LOCUST GROVE CNURCIII
Morning Worship 11 00a m. Sunday• Mass a a. m., 11 a. rn., 430 p. m.





I V."' - 4. - .
4. 1
•




Bible Study ICOR& so. -Weeakip Service MAO a. in. End Sunday:
Morning Worship 11:Na. m. UM a rn. 4th Sunday Sunday School 10,10




Morning Services 10,I3 a. m.
Sunday Sees!'" .91111111111".-U:ilatia. NOOKS CRAPH UNITED
Worship Service . 1141110.ina ist 63rd Sunday 6:30 a rry. ,
Marts PlEASAW1 GROVE . -* " Kvening
Sunday *hoot . am am. 2nd & 4th Sunday 11.00 a. m.
' Worship Service • 1100 a m. No Evening Worship
OAR GROVE SMELL UNITED
Sunday School 10 00 g m 1st & 3rd Sunday II 00 a. in
Worship SerVices Ila m..7 p. m End & 4th Sunday 9 30 a m
Evening 6 00 p m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE.
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL AO SOEIKE
Sunday School 10:00 a m. SERVKBFarmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray, Ky., Sun-Morning Worship 11:00 a m. days 11: 00 a. m. Testimony meeting second
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST Wednesday I p. m.
Sunday School 1000 a. m. :MORAN'S WITNISSESPreaching 11:00a.m. & 6 :00 p.m. watchtower 10:30a. m. .
Wednesday night . 7:00 p m Bible Lecture ad:30a. m.
SPRING CREEK WfMAWSOIAPIL A.M.t





..".17 7.': - -
et,. ‘.
MOUNT PLEASANT Sunday School 10.00 a.m.
.Morning Worship I I .00 a. in. Morning Worship 11.00 a. m.
, Evening Worship 7:00 p. m. Evening 7-00p. m.
FII5T PRESITTIMAN STOREY'S MPH:UNITED
Church School 9:30 a. rn. Morning Worship 9 45 a. m.
( Worship Service 10:45 a. m. Sunday School 10 45 a. m.
Morrung WorshipLE:00a. m 
Worship Hour 
ST. JONWS EPISCOPAL 
945a. This Page Made Possible By TheEvening Worship 7:00p. in. : m.(lurch School 11:00a. m.ST. ANN BAPTIST COUR°. • -TT - ,IMMANUEL LUTIMRANMorning Worship 10:45a. m. • Sunday school 9:15 a. m.Sunday School 9:04- .la- Morning Worship - ' 10:30 am -
MTH BAPTIST CHURC31 SEVENTH DAY ADVOITIST






All-Lorge Sandi"Wednesday Service 
7.00 0.m. m.
Sunday School 
10.0„in. Worship Senice Sat 9:15 a. m.
Worehip Service 11:00 am.
or
Max keel
KO Colihniter Reed 753- 7111Sunday Ntte 7 :00 pm.
Earth Hath No Sorrow
That Heaven Cannot Heal
-
.. -Proyer Changes Us,
Not God





Septic Tanics - Driveway Cadvets -
"A 
Stock Water Tanks
nythhig In Pre-Cast Concrete" Ref 
Bibles & Church Supplies
erence 1. Inspirational Books
s. i c.....i *or. We Special Order Primp*? 733 ins
.
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Complete &Osmotic Tronswissise Service
Kentucky fried
"Ws Finger Lickin'
try Owt DeRciees Beef mid New















Tose-Up & Repay Service--Complete
209 S. 7th 7534751 
Radiator & Arta Glass Service
sr
Artwork:am Cain-AMC
VI Motors J eep
Nereet-Meteder-GreedialersaPossir Worn
Tay De Utell Cars




i 66 .753-2752 or 753-3571
.
Peoples Bonk of Murray, Ky.
- Member FDIC
500 Main So. 12th & Story Chestnut St.
753-3231 753-6655 , 753-1215
Corvette Lanes
"Bowling At Its Best'




Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1 1.'i Block E. of S. 12th




A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St. 753-4424
Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE





Whirlpool Sales & Service Quasar Famous Fish Dinners
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center 753-3037
On Hwy. 61 et &refs
Plane 474-220/
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal



















Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"








Murray Electric. System .
401 Olive - 753-5312
Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.
"Go To Church Sunday
Tiny Tot
Day Care
IiIV i Infants To 5 YearsKentucky licensed
-ilk. -_ 6. 3a. -5.30 p.m '




Murray's Most Complete Department Store
DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air ConiNtioning Nearing -Commerciol Ref rigeratior
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Love Is
An Image Of God
641 Super Shell
Fre icku eliverye Pp & D 
.
Opiin a 30 eta.. Clime 11:00 ave.
Smoky Open COO ams. . Clese 10:00 a...
Smell UM • Iloilo 753-9131
111 111,F1011, VIM
11f1 Well • V TIO • ilfl
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641 North - 753-2654
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Love is Love's Reward
Hendon's Service Station
mums CLOSED ON SUNDAY'S
66 PHIW PS 66 PRODUCTS •
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Education Head
Chides Teachers
SANTA and the PIGWIDGEN
Synopsis In the days before there
was 'Cl Santa Claus,a curse escapes
twin a mysterious purse and all-the
Jib&lren in a village fall asleep
7,------tiaihiasr 27- wartvtirtak Al*
curse , a maker named Claus
•
finds a key le*, purse
•
For Doubletalk
• WASHINGTON (AP) —
Education Commissioner Er-
nest L. Boyer, rebuking
educators and bureaucrats for
the jargon they use, says
teachers- should r e turk..1.0 _
teaching children how to
speak and write clearly.
"I cannot believe
sometimes the sloppy sen-
tences that are found in
correspondence- tr In college
compositions," Boyer said
Thursday, "and I cannot
believe the unfinished, half-
articulated sentences that
pose as coherent speech."
The former president of the
,State University of New York
said jargon "seems in-
cessantly to clutter up the day.
Regulations and guidelines
are gnarled arid contorted and
warped by legalese. Buzz
words fly about with abandon.
Acronyms proliferate faster
than cockroaches."
He told of questioning a col-
league in the Office of Educa-
tion about an in-
comprehensible sentence in a
publication the 'office was
about to issue.
yei." Boyer said the
colleague replied, "'We'll
have to laymanize it."
"'You're an example of the
disease you're trying to cure,'
the commissioner said he.
told his colleague.
Referring to the seemingly
endless string of acronyms
bureaucrats spawn, Boyer
said he sometimes feels as if
he's •.sswimming_ in alphabet.
soup.
"Other days, I'm convinced
the Office of Education is a
kind of war zone. We have tar-
get groups, rifle shot policies,
thrusts, impacts and zeroings.
Quite a way to treat small
children. ...
"Direct, clear, forceful ex-
pression is a reflection of clear
and uncluttered thinking," the
.cominissiontr said. J...'rp con-
vinced thiir---American
education must once again
focus on this essential goal.
"It's time to teach children
not only how to read and look
but how to write and speak as
well."- '
Boyer made the remarks in




The John Rankin house, in
Ripley, Ohio, was once a major
stop on the underground rail-
way. A lantern placed in its up-
per window, visible across the
Ohio River in Kentucky, helped
sOrne 2,000 escaping slaves find
their way to the safety of the
free state.
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
CHAPTER THR
CLAUS BEGINS A TRI
CLAUS stared at the small
brass key that clattered from the
fume. - •
-Don't touch it!" begged Mrs.
Claus. "You may be cursed!"
"Perhaps." said Claus. "On the
other hand, it may be the key to the
curse that was laid on the chil-
dren.".
He picked up the key and
examined it. On its side was printed
the single word; "Pigwidgen.•1
"Pigwidgen?" exclaimed Mrs.
Claus. "What could it mean?"
"1 don't know," said Claus
softly, "but I'm .going to find out if
I have to travel to the ends of the
earth!"
He -went to his workshop and
packed up all the toys he had made.
He loaded -another bag with --the
cookies aiid cakes and sweetmeats
Mrs Claus had made. He said
goodby to Mrs. Claus and set out.
He stopped at the nearest house
where a sleeping child lay He told
the parents he was going away and
he wanted to leave gifts for all the
children
''They'll never see them. They'll
never wake," sobbed the mother.
"They were cursed by the wind
from the black purse!" groaned the
lather. •-s
"I will find a way to break the
curse." swore Claus "When the
children wake thy will find a gift
and a cake If I don't come back,
perhaps Alley will remember
Claus."
He went to the child'S:'bed and,
not finding anything else to put the
gifts in, stuffed them in'tfn: child's







Claus went to every house in the village.
bed.
He went to every 'house in the .
village until his sacks were empty
and no child had been forgotten.
Then he took -the 'narrow winding -
road that led across the mountain
range to a distant town. The people
there Were known to be smars and
traveled. He was sure they s4uld
know the meaning of the Pigwi gen
key.
When he came to the town there
were few people in the streets. All
were sorrowful. Claus went up to a
man and said, "Why is the town so
quiet and the people so sad?"
"Our children have been stric-
ken with a stratift- maladq.k-'3V-
plied the-man, "They sleep and will
not wake... _.
Then- Claus was indeed heavy-
hearted. He knew the vapor that had
.escaped from the bl.kck purse had
spread across the mountain range
and would go on and on until all
children everywhere fell asleep.
Claus drew the key from his poc-
ket and asked the man if he had ever
heard of Pigwidgen. The 'man
shook his head. Claus searched but
another man to ask the same ques-
lion and got the same reply.
He -asked everyone he saw. He
knocked on doors. He went in the
shops. He went to the school-
tessaiers and the librarians and the
doctors and the police.
No one had ever heard of Pig-
v.idgen or had any idea what it
meant.
Claus was in despair. Wearily he
sank down on a curbstone. An old,
old woman sat down beside him.
'I have heard of the Pig-
widgen,'', she crooned.
"Tell me!" cried Claus eagerly.
"What do you know?" •
"I know what a crooked-legged"'
elf told me a hundred years ago."
wheezed the ancient crone.
"What was that?" begged
Claus.
"Only this I'll say," hissed the
old woman. "Forget the Pigwidgen
and return to your home2'.
I ottiorrow Patrick Tweedleknees
FBI Papers Raise Fresh






.Several models with browner
.Tap & Touch with meat probe and browner
(Space Saver with defrost cycle
A
We carry a complete line of Tappan Products
Steele & Allbritten
South 3rd At Maple 753 5341
• Murray, Ky,
VicgolikgegpVies,11030M0.4•4210940.39gew
WASHINGTON (-AP) — The
first batch of FBI files on the
assassination of John F.
Kennedy raises fresh
questions but 'offers few an-
swers about the movements of
, Lee Harvey Oswald in the
autumn before the murder
and about the source of the
assassin's bullets.
The 597 pages of FBI memos
show the agency kept a close
▪ watch on Oswald after his re-
turn to the United States from
the Soviet Union in June 1962.
• But the bureau apparently
lost track of him for several
weeks in September and Octo-
ber. 1963. Kennedy was killed
in Dallas on Nov. 22, 1963.
The memos show that FBI
, officials at one point
speculated that the bullets
which -killed Kennedy may
• have come from an am-
munition order originally
produced for the CIA. An FBI









that this type of ammunition
was readily available for
public purchase.
The FBI memos are the first
of 40,000 pages the agency will
release Dec. 7 to comply with
requests under the Freedom
of Information Act for the
records of its investigation of
Kennedy's death. Another
40,000 pages will be made
public later.
The first batch was provided
several months ago to a
private researcher and ob-
tained by The Associated
Press on Thursday.
According to the documents,
the FBI first opened a file on
Oswald after clipping news
accounts of his announcement
in Moscow in 1959 that he was
defecting to the Soviet Union,
When Oswald returned to
this country with his Russian-
born wife Marina in 1962, the
FBI monitored his movements
closely until September 1963
He and his wife had been
living in New Orleans until
then, and agents believed the
couple was moving to Della!,
but they picked up some
• reports that Oswald had been
seen in Mexico.
Agents in Dallas, Little
Governors Won't
Tour Ky. Center
FRA,NKFORT, Ky. ( APi —
The governors-of 15 Appala-
chian states won't get a
chance— this year, anyway —
to tour Kentucky's new Center
for Energy Research in
Lexington.
Gov, Julian, Carroll
promised the governors at a
Nov. 3 meeting in Morgan-
town, W.Va., that he- would
schedule an Appalachian
energy conference in
Lexington in late November
that, would include a look at
the new research facility
, there.
Wiltraffrlitgadford, deptly
press aide to Carroll, said
Thursday that the meeting
will be held in Washington
next Thursday, instead of
Lexington. The meeting is
scheduled to coincide with a




scheduled_to .meet in the
morning to discuss energy
matters with the ARC meeting
set for the afternoon.
The tour of the Lexington
energy research laboratory








by 12 noon, the day
beforg publication.
All reader
• classified, must be
submitted by 12 noon
-the
„ publication.
Rock and New Orleans were
put on alert to locate him, and
the Dallas agents on Nov. 1
,determined that Mrs. Oswald
was living in nearby Irving
with Ruth Paine,
Mrs. Paine told the agents
that Oswald was working at
the Texas School Book' 
Depositoryand that he
sometimes visited his wife and
newborn child. The memo said
Mrs. Paine told the agents she
didn't know where Oswald
was living.
-The film give no indication,
that agents tried to contact
Oswald between Nov. 1 and
Nov. 22, when Kennedy was
shot from a window at the
school book depository.
School EnrollmentC,ontinuesToDecline
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The number of students in
Kentucky high schools and
elementary schools continues
.to declitke, according to a
report released by the state
Department of Education.
Enrollment reached a peak
of 734,135 during -the 19702.
school year, but declined
about 4.5 percent to 696,740
students attending classes in
the 1976-77 school year.
Lee Tyler, director of pupil
personnel for the Education
Department, said he forsees
further declines this year, but
a slight increase in the 1978-79
and 1979-80 school years. He
bases his predictions on
arilksis of birth rates and
population changes.
' Over half of the state's 181
school districts show an
enrollment loss in comparison
to the peak 1971-72 school
year. The Lynch Independent
School District shows the
largest enrollment decline,
36.7 percent since 1971-72.
Other districts showing sig-
nificant declines were Jef-
ferson County, 19.1; Bowling
Green, 18.9; Paducah,"L17.7;





(AP) — U. Gov. Thelma
Stovall has urged legislators
to always remember they are
state officials elected by the
public.
"You may be offended
sometimes by what you read
In the press about what you've
said or done but all you can
do is try to do the best job you
.can to serve your con-
stituents," Stovall said.
"Don't think you are
anything but a public ser-
vant," she added.
Mrs. Stdivall said legislators
should look forw&rd to a "re-
warding experience" in the
1978 session. of the General
Assembly.
Most of Gov. Julian
Carroll's cabinet attended a
dinner here for legislators
taking part in a pre-legislative
conference that continues
through Saturday at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park.
Carroll is scheduled to Ld-



















Make short work of your gift list!
With lustrous chrome writing
instruments by Cross Beau-
tiful and useful mechani-
cally guaranteed for a
lifetime










15.3; and Ashland, 14.1.
Oldham and Bullitt counties
apparently absorbed many of
the stu4e1141 fr9.111. t4e.../sf-
ferson County system, which
has been operating the past
three years under a federal
court's desegregation plan.
Oldham County's enrollment
has increased 38.8 percent and
Bullitt County's is up by 25.8
percent.
The report also shows that
41,403 students graduated
from high school last year,
Awsi that 58,619_ _grasLiated
from elementary school.
The report also noted that
more students are enrolled in
the first and ninth grades than
at any other level. There are
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Commissioner's Selo
The Commonwealth Of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court Bank of Murray Plaintiff, versus Leon N. Harp,
Sr. and Errnie I. Harp (now Ernie Conner) Defendant.
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Cireuit Court rendered at the November 11 
Ternr thrrenrisn, in th-rabove-cause, Tor the man of
Five Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Eight and 89/100
($5;758.89) Dollars, with interest at the rate of $1.74 per
day from the 26th day of August 1977, until paid and its
-cost-therein-IsliallPreeeed toeffer lorsale at theCourt
House door in the City of Murray Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on the 19th day of
December 1977, at 1:00 o'clock p.m.-, or thereabout,
upon a credit of six months, the following described
property, to-wit:
LOt.1391, Lot 392, Lot 411, Lot 412-and1hi'EaST-75 feel
of Lot 393, all of Unit II of the Pine Bluff Shores Sub-
division, as shown by Plat of record in. Plat Book 2,
Page 2 in the offic%eftlie Clerk of the Calloway County
Court. LESS AND EXCEPT: 125 feet off the West end
of the above' described real estate sold by Dora Prince
and husband to Walter E. !vie by a deed dated 15 days
of August, 1964 recorded in Deed Hook 122, Page 205,
Calloway County Court clerk's office. For source of
title see Deed Book 138, page 289, and Deed Book 140,
Page 120, all of the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest
from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly With these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
• Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court. _
IN THE CALLOWAY COUNTY FISCAL COURT
IN THE MATTER OF PETITION OF DAN M. BOAZ
FOR DISCONTINUANCE OF A ROAD PURSUANT
TO KRS 178.070
The Fiscal Court of Calloway County now has under
consideration the petition of Dan M. Boaz to discon-
tinue an abandonedroad running in a northerly direc-
tion from Kentucky Highway 94 East of Murray, Ken-
tucky; said road being more particularly described as
follows, to-wit:
Beginning at the point where the west edge of the old
Knight Road joins Kentucky Highway 94 east of
Murray, Kentucky, one mile east of the point where the
railroad track crosses Kentucky Highway 94 in
Murray,-Calloway County, Kentucky; thence in a nor-
therly direction and along the west right-of-wayof the
old Knight Road to the point where the new section of
the Knight Road joins the old road; thence_east to the
east right-of-way of the old Knight Road; thence in a
southerly direction and along the east right-of-way of
said road to the point where the old Knight road joins
Kentucky Highway 94 East; thence west to the point of
beginning,- - -
The road herein to be closed is 2/10 of a mile in length
and runs in a northerly direction from Kentucky High-
way 94 East.
The public is hereby notified that such permission
will be granted and proper orderd entered if no ob-
jection to this petition is filed with the County Judge of
Callo-way C6unty on or before the 15 day of 9ar-1977 at - •
1:00p.m.
CALLOWAY COUNTY FISCAL COURT




ME OF STEALING HER
BOX OF GOLD STARS...
BEETLE BAILEY _ 
I UNDERSTAND
YOU'VE BEEN TO
PSYC H ATR i ST
I'M SO NERVOUS,
SURAN . REMEMBER,







Nit gifts at the tght P‘tice- Here






IN THE CALLOWAY COUNTY FISCAL COURT
IN THE MATTER OF PETITION OF GLEN EDWIN
PASCHALL FOR DISCONTINUANCE OF A ROAD
PURSUANT TO K RS 178.070
The Fiscal Court of Calloway County now has under
consideration the petition of Glen Edwin Paschall to
discontinue an abandoned road running in a southerly
direction from the State Line Road approximately 2.8
miles west efOgrosslandi Kentucky, in Calloway Coun-
ty, Kentucky;- said road being more particularly
described as follows, to-wit:
• Alone running in a -Southerly direction off the State
Line Road approximately 2.8 miles west of Crossland,.
in Calloway County, Kentucky; said road being ap-
proximately 450 feet, more or less, in length; and run-
ning in a southerly_ direction from the State Line Road
to the Kentucky/Tennessee line and joined on the east
and west by thelands of Glen Edwin Paschall.
The public is hereby notified that such permission
will be granted and proper Orders entered if no ob-
jection to this petition is filed with the County Judge of
Calloway County on or before the 15th day of Dec. , 1977
at 1:00F.M.
- CALLOWAY COUNTY FISCAL COURT
ROBERT O. MILLER, JUDGE
qOU'RE NOT KIDDING
CHUCK !IS ,MY STUPID
ATTORNE AROUND























Guitars & Amps. Save at
















on and the Business
Office may be
reached on 7 5 3-









She iernes he. Heeds to eel he. Ie. eel
speeheteme,
753-3147
WILL BE BUYING for
Monday through
Saturday anytime after
12 noon for 2 months. 641
South on Tom Taylor
Road. Watch for sign,
M. W. Henry 753-5670.
BELTONE - FACTORY-
fresh batteries. Wallis









Joe Todd or Larry Hale
753-2814
PARIS LANDING
Country Store will be





Arida gas logs, $20 each
Peel and stick floor tile,
85.00 box. Across from





IV ',Pettit -- • -v..-
COLOR PORTRAITS,
tiring us yours for extra
aopies. Made from any
size.- into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,
8 x 102.40. Fast service.
Artcraft. 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
DAY CARE will open for
night service, 6:30 p.m. -












:_Phorie 753-3341 or_ 
753-3342
THE WORD .1'1radise
appears in the King
James version of the
Holy Bible in three
places only: Luke 23-43,
II Corinthians 12-4, and
Revelations 2-7.
Paradise - Greek -
Paradeisos, Par-ad'i-
sos, a Park, i.e. (spec.)
an Eden. Hebrew -
Pardee, Par-dace', of
for, or. a Park: forest,
orchard. Jesus was
crucified in paradise
Gol-go-tha ) placed in
hell and raised to the





Have you always wanted a
reel LOG seam, huh! Or a
Remo sae, huh'. How about










on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-8463.
Would you Oka to rids
OW Church Bus to Sun-
day School and mar-
worship suwvicas
at








Answers to name Half
Pint Call 4364633.
GROW EARTHWORMS
for profit. Free Date-
s WORM W0314:),. 1310
South Josephine,
Denver, Colorado 80210





person. No phone calla.
Shell Car Care, 12th and
Chestnut.
TEACHER NEEDS baby
sitter for one year old
boy in my home.
References and tran-
sportation necessary.
Call after 4 p.m. at 753-
7264.
NEED BABYUITTER VC-
take care of 6 year old
from 3-4:30 Monday
through Friday. Call
762-3371 between 8 and
4:30.
BEAUTICIAN needed.
Call for interview at Kut
'N Kurl Beauty Shop.
753-1682.
COUNi;ER GIRL for "late
after noon work. 4 to 8
p.m. Apply Dixie Cream
Donuts, 1006 Chestnut.
LOST: Female black cat
with White spot on chest
and stomach. Name
Muffy. Wearing white
flea collier.- Vieinity --of ---- -
16th and Marrs. Childs ,
NEEDED BABYSITTER
in my home, 7:30-4:30
Monday through Friday.
References required.
Call 753-8445 after 4:30.
Ez 0 0 WEEKLY
POSSIBLE stuffing
















NEED FULL TIME help
in Veterinary Clinic.
Male or female. Apply in
person at Westside
Veterinary - Service_ _
Jolmrry Robertson Rd.
SOMEONE TO BABYSIT
- part time in return tot







Person hired will- be









eirpectations, to P.O. Box
32-AA, Murray, Ky.
42071.
?ART TIME RN, 3 days a
• week. Part time LPN,
evening and night shift. -'
Full time LPN 3:30-







from 5,000 to 500,000.
New business start up.-
Call 502-885-1795 bet-








By authority of Ordinance T)44 of the Citv of
Murray, adopted August 24, 197' it shall he
unlawful to park any vehicle at any time on
either side of the below listed streets.
1. North 13th Street, from Olvie 13Ivd to Payne
Street.
2. North 14th Street, from ()live Blvd to Payne
Street.
- .3. Olive Blvd, from N 13th to N 14th Streets.
Persons violOing any provisions of this or-
dinance shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and fined not less than Si 00 or
more than S20.00
,• BRENT MANNING.
CHIEF OF POi 1(1"
,.4.41JY-Pk.s-142.4Y:





home. Will also, do
custom made macrame.
Call 759-1683.





: 'ONE TO FIVE ACRES'
• with or without older
  4---licgue ca. ,trailer-- in
Coldwater, Stella
- vicinity. -Call 753-0284.
WANT T() BUY lot near
Hazel. 1-1.'? acres
• preferable. Call 901-642-
0992 or 436-2124.
WE MAI used-trailerS.
Cash on the spot. Pick
up in one day. Call 1-142-
1918.
IA .A161. MX3119111C31031T3
15. Articles For Sale
ROWING EXERCISER,
like new. Call 753-5688.
SAVE 1.10 on latest tapes
& albums. Everyday
discount prices at









Model 500 or 507, while
they last, $49.99. Wallin.
Hardware, Paris. -
SKIL ROUTER sale, 12





Full time position for each. Excellent -fringe
benefits. Salary cornmensaurate -with ex-
perience. Apply, at Trigg County Hospital, Inc.,
P. 0. Box 312, Cadiz, Kentucky 42211 with R. B.
King, 502-522,3215 ext. 37.
POINSETTIAS





and irons, with pull
20 Cptvis Equipment
STEVE415  29 gauge
double barrel cot
. c h aml e r. perfect









Center - One 16 gauge








OPEN SUNDAYS 1 to 4
15. Articles For Sale
  CORRELLE EX-
PRESSION, 20 piece
sets, all patterns, $39.99.
A.‘Vallin Hardware, Paris.
-




FOP-, Chris tmas Parties.
One Rack







Dixieland Center Free Gift Wrapping
********* *******1
s!=, Setili 1110114WRORMSillr 4411 cl:lift= Mike, Ifrif MSS
Shop Now For Cold Weather
1 Week Only














saw. Just like new. Si.
4 self oiler. Call 436-2569.
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I- --GRAND OPENING www w-w ww ww r.-Pian s il
W Fr ir- w
w w
Ow4iers Ron 8 Charlotte Hager
ii Friday, Saturday & Sunday w
-a (Dec. 2, 3, & 4)
W




  FREE  1
Purple Passion K
or 
• With each purchase a
Aluminum Plant of $5.00 or more il
SKIL SAW- 'Sale. Model
574, 71,4", 13/4 HP, $29.99,
Model 559 ball bearing 2
HP, $54.95. Wallin
Hardware. Paris.
MRS. EUPLE Morris will
continue sellia.g.
Christmas decorations,




chevrolet rims with H-78










wooden day bed. Call
753-1455.
TOOL BOX for wide bed





Antiques, 4 miles South
Murray on 641.
_
USED LF-SS THAN •1
month, 42 inch Franklin •
Fireplace. Has grate,
screen, and brass knobs.
;175. Call-753-6054.
16. Home Furnishings
ZIG ZAG sewing machine
less than 1 year old.
Portable or cabinet
model. Washer and
dryer. Call 753-5258 after
4 p.m. _
CLOSE. OUT ON 1977'







Igth Street -in Fox
Meadows, now has
Paternayan Tapestry




stitch, crewel, and floss
embrodery.
Latch hook in 28
• designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and





after 3 p.m. 437-4846.
20. Sports Equipment
10 SPEED bicycle, bear
compound bow, com-
ponent stereo system
and pair of light organs.
Best offer, Call 759-1949,





off AMF Sunfish and
Force 5. Free delivery
within 50 miles. Great
Christmas gift for whole
family. Ky. Lake Sails,.
Highway 62, Calvert
City, Ky. Wednesday-
Saturday call 3954844-br •
362-8585 nights.
BALDWIN studio piano.
Call 753-2420 after 5 p.m.
ITHACA: 12 gauge gas
operated, 26 improved
28 full barrel. Ventilated






across from Post Office,
Paris, Tn..














144•141 11.41411 SW wows./ over to
V•441.. Int 4410 40# c4404.444 isb
is regard.





TWO PAIR OF curtains,
size 36 x 40. One curtain
for sliding door with
right hand pull. One -
door curtain. ,' 'All
--fiberglass...and- orange.
green and blue striped.
Call after 5. 753-7481.
WOODEN TABLE with
three chairs. Call 436-




Kerosene heater, beats 3
or 4 rooms, also two 55
gallon drums with
stand. 75 gallon
kerosene. All for $65.
Call 436-5671.
DOG BOX fits on any
wide pickup. Phone 753-
5846. See box at 1651
Ryan.
WOOD FOR SALE, $15





• diameter, orriate cente&r
. post with 3 ket. C4,11 492-
%042511.44 go lesI*1 Xxn.cM.,3 raltsIszt taltimf
Store Hours through Christmas







Take the great room with decorative wood wall, cheerful
wallpapered kitchen and breakfast area opening on to a
deck, 3 bedrooms with custom shutters, add utility with
abundant storage - Only inAhe apct would you
believe your children can walk to Robertson School?
After Hours:
Loretta lobs - 751-6079
Helen Spann - 733-8379
Bill Payne - 733-9794
Brenda Jones 733-4668


















...Pure Goats Milk & Buttermilk trom Switzerland
Oat Meal & Almond Meal
...White lilac from West CermanN
--Sancilewoo-dtroinThiris
&Ana Soap from France
-ors
front trance
...Camellia Oil Plum Blossom P. Honey Soap from
lapel
Plus dozens of A rrierir an,made soave
•





Bikes have just arrived
8995
-
Give a Rampar R-10. The bike with the tough, low-slung BMX
styling kids Want. It's just one of our full line of Raleigh and Ram-




Raleign Industries of America, Inc
Spoke &*Pedat; Inc.




FOR SALE OR TRADE
good Olds Cornet on a




to purchase at LEACH'S





sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
SKIL HEAVY 1/2" drill
with spade handle,
Model 510 only $39.99. ,
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
CHRISTMAS BOOKS -
biography, history._ BATH TUBS Borg
childrens, sports,
health, cookbooks,
• novels, saence fiction,
fantasy, mystery,
western, romance. Give






beds or campers. Buy
direct from factory and
save. See their elegant
Bamboo,- Wicker and
Brass furniture. Wises
West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1-
443-7323.
Warner or Artesian, 5'
_ steel, white, $59.99.
"'Color;: $69.991 .WrillIff '-
Hardware, Paris.
CLUB ALUMINUM sets,
8 piece, $39.99; 10 tece,
$54.95. Choice of color.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
GO CARTS, 3 HP, $279.95;





SIBLE person to take up
payments on a 25" color





Corned Beef on Rye dom_9,,,,h11.95
ser.ed .111,•ufkraut Otte of doll sleet rir,tbras cheese
Breast of Turkey  $1.90
wheal.-wred with r ranberry saute and a cup o/ soPO
Ham St66k an Rye  $1.85
generout pornon ot renter cut ham and dote ol ,u c, cheese seesed u.rth
soup ol the
WEIGHT-WATCHERS LUNCHEON SPECIAL
5 or Rioeve peach holf S2.65
-ctrage cheese it -up of coup
You may substitute a potato for peach & cottage cheese or bread for
[the souP. 
Fish & Chips $1  75
tender nth filets golden trred chic:nand hushpupprrs worth tartan 14...<4
The Best Hamburger In ToAwn . . $1.65
k noes quarter pound ot beet on a pont" teed bun witted ; d woth steak trots
Spaghetti - Lovers Delight  $2.50
Ceti15 r C harill•eni'deine and a
salad Iron, nut tarnou, talAd Imr
OUR FAMOUS SALAD BAR, ALWAYS A FAVORITE
A meal in .trif ONLY 51 95









Just Received - New Shipment
Largest Selection Of










Zenith T.V. Get the buy
of your life. for in:
formation call 753-0547. 
THE FOLKS at Sunset
Boulevard urge you to
hurry and lay-away that
Pioneer Car Stereo for
Christmas to guarantee




a shortage on some














27. Mobile Home Sales

































r'•1 „4.- rce..• •
Ou Zone
Bag & Beads
-'-- NEW HOURS MU CHRISTMAS -"-
OPEN SUNDAYS 1-5



















1977 Pontiac Bonneville demonstrator, all
extras.
1975 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, extra nice, new ear-
trade in.
1976 Cutlass ,Oldsmobile, 4 door, extta nice, new
car trade in.
1975 Oldsmobile Delta 88, 4 door, new car trad
-in, all extras. -
1974 Pontiac Grand Prix, low mileage, new car
trade in.
- - - --
1972 Cidillor Coupe DeVille, extra nice, new car
trade in.
1974 Chevrolet Pick up Cbyenne with power and
air.
1972 M.G. Midget convertible, collectors item.
1973 Mazda, extra nice-
1971 Buick LaSabre, Coupe, double power and
air.
1974 Pontiac Grand Ville, 4 door hard top, loaded,
new car trade.
1973 Pontiac Catalina, 4 dory, double power and"
air.
1966 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door, double power and air
(1101111111Pit PURDOM
Ms • Pontine - Cadillac
"SAtisArcl c sestanssss Are Ow
Maw Conc.'s,"
1406 Wass Main 753-531S
.04

















27 Mobile Mollie Sales
1 74 MOBiLE HOMN,
bedroom, 2 baths,





12 X 65 MOBILE HOME, 3
bedrooms, 1 kt bath,
carpeted, unfurnished.











mobile home spaces for





16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
31EA .1411 * 3E"' X IC
30 Busines Rentals
BUILDING FOR RENT.
000 sq. ft. Known as -
Johnsons Grocery,
South 12th St. Call 753-
3205 for appointment.
SI Want To Rent
WOULD LIKE TO RENT
duplex or house in or
near Murray. Couple, no
-ehileirenv-fteferencer
- furnished. Write to P.O.
Box- 324, Murray, Ky.
TWENTY ONE year old
male student desires
reasonably priced
apartment or trailer in
Murray area for Spring
semester. Call Mark at









Letts bell) you with- .




THIS NEW HOTPOINT MICROWAVE
COOKS 3 WAYS INSTEAD OF ONE!
0 Solid-State push-button
controls -0 Auto-simmer
feature with dish I-3 Deluxe
walnut finish 0 4 Power
levels with defrost cycle
0 Electronic digital timer
o Automatic time or tem-
perature cogking.
Regular Price $559.95








Watch For Grand Opening
WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS
•HOSPIT AL StiPPLIES FOR RENT AND SA11 -






















Call 753-7168 after 5 p.m.
FOUR 3 ROOM apart-
ments, each with bath.
$160 per month plus
electricity. Come by 600
Poplar Street, Friday




ments for 2, 3 or 4
college girls. Also fur-
nished 5 bedroom
house for 4 or 5 girls,
all close t° campus.
Phone 753-5855 days
or 753-5108 after





34 Houses For Rent
UNFURNISHED 2
bedroom house 1 block







desired. No children or





after 5, 753-0293. -
,..„.„,..„.„,....,...„,„,...,„,...„.......................,.....,'Jo
VERNON'S 1
e Western Store . g




t 1-6 Sun. hturray, Ky. i
9
Beautiful
Wale & Faded Glory; Leather
JeansCoats
; -Fully Lined-
Reduced from $140.00 to 25 /0
99 OFF
▪ g
• Work Shoes; Leather _
Coats





I f Neoprene Soles
E
‘' Vernon's is headquarters for






Make It A More
Joyful Occasion







Visa & 121 Bypass









To SELL--List With US!
NEW AND ALMOST NEW
Brick homes-located in excellent neigh-
LAKE PROPERTIES
Cottages and year-round homes. '
BUILDING LOTS
In sub-divisions near town and lake area lots.
36' GIBSON
Houseboat, sleeps 6, mint condition.
MOBILE HOMES
Completely furnished. Priced to sell!
GROCERY STORE
And cafe can be purchased with or without stock
and fixtures.
STORE BUILDING
And equipment. Priced to sell.
For more information call...
Fulton Young
Realty
























v• Rum-a-Baba Molds _












:Always Free Gift Wrapping-
Starks Hardware [







We Will Be Open
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Salts, Spert Coats, Top Coats, All Purpose Coats,
lockets, Shirts, Sweaters, Jeans, Pants, Pommes,
Robes, Underwear, Socks, kits, Billfolds, Ties, Gloves,
Mats, Cops, Dress Shoos, Work Shoes, Pro-Kods end Con-







Downtown Shopping Center. Where you will find quality
merchandise ata reasonable price for the entire family
Compare prices and service





Featured in every Zenith
100% solid state Chromacolor
We devote our lilt tine to the sales and service
of electronic products , ,
Tucker T.V.
Sales & Service
1914 Coldwiter Rd. 753-2900
34 Houses Fru R•nt
VACANT UN-
FURNISHED house, ao-
pets. $150 per month,
$150 deposit. Also fur-
nished apartment, $85.
Call 753-8333 or 753-7671.
TWO BEDROOM un-
furnished house, 5 miles
on the North Highway.
Cali " 886-3681, Hopkin-
awl's, Ky.







rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
Brannack 753-8850
between 8 and 5.
37. Livestock Suppli6s
THREE WHITE FACED
steers and one white
faced bull. Call 436-5844.
BLACK ANGUS steer,
approximately 800 HA_
Corn fed since March.
Call 753-8592.
HORSES- 2 year old
Sorrell racking mare,
good condition.















field champion. Dam :-
rayed good at 13 months.














puppy. Red and rust




















Chapel Church, East 94
Highway will hold a






raised will go for
benefits of the church.
INSIDE RUMMAGE
















December 3,9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Nursing - Building
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. The Honda Kick 'N Gos are at Overby
Honda
• Lett to right: Kick'NGo .39.95; Kick1Go Sr.
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501 Sycamore 'Autrey Ity
LAKE PROPERTY-2
bedroom home in Pine
Bluff Shores. Home is
situated on waterfront
lot with lovely view of
Kentucky Lake. Priced
at only $17,900! Don't
delay-phone us today on
this fine property-
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222. We provide the full
range of Real Estate
Service.
CRAZY LAVERNE
wanted an immaculate 3
bedroom brick, built-in
kitchen with breakfast
area plus dining 'area.
Franklin fireplace in
den, well decorated,
carpeted, priced in the
low 30's. Now we've
. found it, we can't find












INC., has provicited over,
a quarter of a century of
'continuoiLs service. If
you need an appraisal to
determine the value of
your property or in-




25 ACRES WITH several
beautiful building sites
and over 1300 ft. of high-
way frontage. Located
within minutes of Ky.














Come in for a test drive.
PURDOM
Oldi-Peatiec-Codilloc
"Satisfied Customers Are Our
Main Concern"
/404 West Moir - 75I-511S
CMIKIIIVCIO
ryri li)friTily r6retr6rtfor/1
Tool Boxes For Pickup's,
Same Price As Last Year. '99.00 included Ky. Tax




/WAIN TAYLOR CHF.VROLE.J_L_ INC


















PURDOM and THURMAN REAL ESTATE
WHICH IMPROVEMENTS MAKE SENSE?
How much money should
you put into improving 'your
home? As much as you can
afford IF you are doing it for
your own enjoyment and
don't plan to move for a
long time. However, if you
plan to make mirjinr im-
provements in order to get a
better price when you sell-it
is economically unwise
Seldom do such im-
provements bring more
than lifts cents on the dollar
spent to make them. And all
bets are off if sou over Value
Wally true regardless of how
large or good a house may
be
The addition of an extra
bedroom,- in-ground swim-
ming pool or central Air con-
ditioning, will increase the
value of your home. But
only at a fraction of the cost.
About the only money you
should spend on a house to
sell it at a higher price is for
repairs that are obviously
needed to put your best
loot forward.
your house in relation to
il otearlting with peopler other houses in the neigh- about their real estate needs
1 
borhoort An old real estate is our specialti. Drop by Pur-
axiom says, in effect, that ilom 5, ,Thurman on tie
nehedv-4411-4.pond S40000--onetn- -nran.e- en- Vadt-P-xt
for a holoe in a S104101 Mobley -.1-44S1 rir 151




MSU. Owner will con-
sideflInancing "with 23--
per cent down. A chance










consisting -of 3.18 aeres
and located in Graves
County, 9 miles South-
west of Mayfield at
intersection of Hwy. 45 
and Bell Road. This is a













Tubelm . Also tits
whitewall metric
else sites 




i n SAVEP.  i, . 1
•
141(7511 i 17114-174- 6237 4506- 70.12 20.00
1/1r14-14 17744-14 5244 '.4 14 64.76 „.. 20.00
1..12714 14 15r.R-14
1
5235 ',9 47 67114 31.011
F.1478 14 195R-14 , 6238 r.35", 04:00
-I
32.50
4.1(..M 14 2050.14 6439 67 AS 101.20 34.10
141178 14 21`114-14 6240 74 (14 111.58 36.50 ,
1:1714 V. ' 1117.1(17., 5231 7390 111.10 34.011411117M I's 21:4U l't 6232 AO I 1 121.02 30.1111_ -.-
I 1(751'. /37,114-1*, 4236 ,1 A9 44 130.811 _ 411.4141
Price includes Federal F.xeme riot






building lot on US-641, 5
mites South of Murray.
Measures 300 ft. deep
and has 85 ft. frontage
on the _highway. If. in-
terested, call Stinson








located on South -12th.
Street 1 lot frodi Main
Street. Ideal location for
restaurant, or any retail
business. This is a 137' x

















Here's a home with
around 3300 sq. ft. of
living space. A- few of
the features are 2
baths, one with sunken
tub and gold fixtures, 2
car garage, 3
bedrooms, sewing
room, kitchen with all
appliances, carpet
throughout, dining
room, fireplace and it












Int lit 11 I Int Int
Sports Shop
Pre Christmas tm Sale
Bowling Balls Bowling Bags- gooUp to
to$1 000 OFF
(Free Drilling + a Free game)
Pro LinerP
- Golf Cliibs '- Balls •- Bags
ALL REDUCED
Jackets., V-Neck Sweaters, Shirts and




1415 Main St. 753-2202
ttI161/Ittrth!rtfrag
List Your Proptirrty With Us

















home. This sharp 2






port. In the 20's. Call







44 Lots For Sale
LOT WITH TREES in
Gatesborough. 125 x 217
-ft. Call 753-6275.
46. Homes For Sale
HOUSE AND LOT for




nished, 10 miles East of
Murray. Call 1-443-4811.




brakes, air, 55,000 actual
miles. Red and black




$1395. • 1972 VW
Squareback  wagon,
automatic, good con-




brakes, steering and air,
new tires. Call 753-9039
after 3 o'clock.
1970 BUICK LESABRE 4
door V8 automatic with
double power and air.
Has tilt wheel and AM-
FM. A local car In extra
good condition. $800.
Phone 354-6217.
49 Used Cars L Trucks
1874 CAPRICE, 1 owner,
excellent. Call 7534648.
1971 CHEVROLET '14
top, 4 wheel drive




1971 MONTE CARLO like
new. Call 753-8014.
.1971 CHEVROLET C750







Red belly Ford tractor




local car, good con-
dition. $1500. Call 753-
0814.
TWO BEDROOM frame
on 3/4 acre lot: Has new
roof, panelled, carpet,
electric heat, storm ,
doors and windows.
Three miles South of '




bedroom frame house in
Stella. Call 753-9396.
ALMOST NEW 2
bedroom brick house in
Lynn Grove. Has city
water, gas heat, car-
peted throughout. Call 1-
527-9303.
47 Motorcycles
1973 YAMAHA 100 Cross
Country, knobby tires,
fiber glass tank and
fenders. Good condition.
$200. Also a Nanny and





repair work. Call Gene
Kimbro, 753-8693 Datsun
trained mechanic.





$29.99; 5 year guaran-
tee, $32.59. Maintenance
free 5 year guarantee,
$39.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1976 SUNBIRD 'with all
options, 4 cylinder,
$3,000. Would make
perfect car for teenager
or anyone who wants
- good mileage. tall 758-





Bel-Air Shopping Center-Murray ----
94 Weekdays 14 Sunday
"Savings up te 50% & more







Buy 1 Pair, Get 2nd Pair
FREE S-3504








Buy 1 Pair Arr•
Fto2nr d Piyair 00
.1
ti B.C. Ltd. Foctory -Ottttert---is your
headquarters for Boots, Suits,







:w LWash 247°°-er Model FA.$
• •
. Dryer Model FE3130 2$ 1 100
.Only washer on the market with a full 10 year
warranty on the transmission.
, .5 year warranty on the tub
rflalance, 2 year warrapty
• Morris Refrigeration
506 So 4th J53-1205'




FOR SALE - BIG FARM
. 250 Acre Farm mon blacktop highway, 175 a,crt.appox. of-cropland 
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49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 TOYOTA Celica, air,





, snow tires. $500. Must










new. A Steal' $4,300.
Call 753-2501.
675 CHRYSLER Le
Baron Imperial, 2 door
hardtop, all electric and





49 Used Cars & Trucks
1975 SCOUT 11, 4 wheel
drive, V-8, 4 speed,
power steering, deluxe
interior, big tires and
wheels. Call 395-4175


















steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove
without jacket. Call 436-
2204.




11 1411 Main Murray, Ky. 753-3682











-- you deserve it!
America's first 14 oz. All Cotto
Blue Denim Jeans and Jackets
that:
Never shrink out of size; Resist shriveling,
and puckering, Get !after sooner,
tr rrs7ronger longer. Fit and fade








llorred, reedy test.. Or bey or U-hold end sere. Complete mod
reedy te elepeabie till top to 24140 otemderd, bet will preset wry On
seeded. Shop the rest thee come to Crate. %At mod bey the boot
ter hoe.















Just listed near the university, this home can
belong to you. This fine home offers you three
bedrooms and two baths, with a fine deck for out-
door entertaining. But wait - there's more. This
home also has an efficiency apartment that is
completely furnished. gnjoy a lovely home and
have an income coming in too. Call today for an
appointment to see this house that could belong
to you.
753-7531 John C. Neubauer




Linda Drake 753-0492 Bob Rodgers 753-7116
Tim Graves 486-2321 • Ft6y Folsom 751457
Oatman Fatter 753-9773. •
ELECTRIC 'ICOULD -(OU ARRANGE A SWIRING
49 Used Cars & Trucks




travel trailers, 5 th
wheels, motor home,
less than 12 price.












by saving you money.
Call 759-1820.
• • • 12AROLE ? 1 HAVEIJ'T FiN)51-1E
conditioning, and 0)<;11. - -
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.





Eknig Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor




by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor













New & Itsbuih Units. Repairs
of all nsakes
502-442-9396
WILL HAUL ANY type of
white rock, rip rap, and




lots. Call Roger Hutson,
753-6763.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall





Company Inc. Air con-


















TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and




























home or industrial. Call





and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from yourlard
or land- cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24' 
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 4354343.




17 Cu Ft No fros1
-Freezer ii$34995








-Tr. - Reg 5615 95 SALE $59995
12 Inch Black &While .
Portable TV SALE $9995





Reg 15 95 SALE $995
Hodee 11 Son.Inc. 
205S. 5th Murray, Ky. 753-4669
tr. I r;/t4tratti PtiterMV/3"‘
V .,





------Attimatic Chef Temperature Control






212 E. Main - 753-1586
VINTSW•.•4 C;•
FOR SALE
Lots of room in and out -7 rooms. 1.5 story b. v.
res. with full basement on lot 100 x 365 ft., appx.




4181/2 West MA, Murray
















fecient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
4--AVILL DO QUILTING or
make quilts, all done by
hand. Call 247-3496.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
















struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
54 Free Column







healthy and cute pup-
pies. About six months
old. Both have been




and would be ideal
Christmas gifts for
children. One is brown
and the other is an off-












Hare a Happy Prepaid Christmas_





























Fantasy Fur', a powder box
and swan head are all you need
to make a Fantasy Fur' Swan
to hold powder, jewelry or lust
look pretty in bath or bedropm
The Little Red 1-1CY-u;e- 6i 6iatts
k t."•
• " Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.





THE PERFECT SYMBOLS OF LOVE
As you begin a lifetime together your beautifully
matched Keepsake wedding rings eirre-perteCt symbOIS
of the love you share They ace superbly styled in'
elegant 14 carat gold Keepsake matched wedding
rings are designed to 'please every possible taste
from classic, to contemporary to avant garde and
to assure lasting pride and satisfaction
Furches Jewelry
East Sale Square Murray, Ky. 753-2835
REDUCED
Modern and truly different home on acre lot with
trees. Has 2 bedrooms, dining room, all cedar
closets, central heat and air, central vacuum
*item, fruit trees, all windows have inside shut-
ters. Reduced to $39,900.
Guy 'Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Phone 753-7724
Member of Multiple Listings „
Guy Spann, 753-2587 louife Baker, 753 2409
Jock Person, 753-8961 Prentice Dunn, 753 5725
T.C. Collie, 753-5122 Ray Reeves, 753-2437
Ile
.. ATTENTION: MR. HANDYMAN
Handy with Tools? Here's that spacious older
home you've been searching for. Restore this
,Treasure at a Minimal Cost. Many, unique
features in this 1 , story, 4 or 5 bedroom beauty.
Modern bath, 4 usable fireplaces, 3 with antique
mantles, natural wood staircase, walk-around
porch. On large shady corner lot with double
garage and outside storage building Fences
hack yard. Located in Hazel. Ky. - only minutes






PliVIESS'SDNAC of iCi Wail THE FRI(Ncoly T.OUCH
Audio Moody 753-9016 Bongo 7S3 7519
• IIIIIMmen Shropshire 7331117 Revise, Moody 753 9036
• lierbeire brio/53.4136 " 0,11.00it 753 2317
•



















































Green Plain Church Plans For
Services; Boyd Will Be Speaker.
The Green Plain Church of
Christ will ha ve_a_aeries of
gospel meetings beginning
Sunday, December 4, and
continuing through Wed-
nesday, December 7. The
services on Sunday -will be at
10:45 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. Each
weekday the services will be
at 7:00 p.m.
Speaker for this series of
services will be - James W,
Boyd of Jackson, Tn., who has.
been preaching for twenty-
five years. He has served
churches in Alabama, Ten-
nessee, and Indiana, as
minister, and presently
preaches for the Central
Church of Christ in Jackson.
Bro. Boyd writes a weekly
newspaper column, is the
speaker on a weekly radio
program in Jackson, and a
frequent panelist on the
"Searching the Scriptures"
television program which is
seen locally.
Mr. Boyd will be speaking
on some very timely topics





Mrs. Ambie Owen Futrell, ,
formerly of Murray, died
Thursday at Leigh High
Acres, Fla. She was 88 years
of age.
The deceased was the widow
of Stanley Futrell, who was
employed by the Murray
Postoffice before his
retirement and death. Born
October 4, 1889, in Murray, she
was the daughter of the late
W. "A. Owen and Nora Hale
Owen. )
Mrs. Futrell is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Sue
Corbin, Clewiston, Fla.; one
brother, Genith Owen, 508
,iiiroad Street, Murray; two
granddaughters, Nancy
Corbin, Milledgeville, Ga.,
and Mary Corbin Thomas,
Gainesville, Fla.
The funeral will be held
Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale officiating. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the





Rodgers are being held today
at two p. m. at the chapel of
the Byrn Funeral Home,





Rodgers, Mark Rodgers, and
Thomas Haley. Burial will
follow in the Rozzell Chapel
Cemetery.
Mr. Rodgers, age 85, died
Tuesday at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. He was a
. resident of Mayfield and it
survived locally by one son,
Bob Rodgers of Murray.
spokesman said. On Sunday
night he will present Bible
teaching on 'Marriage;
Monday night his topic will be
"Abortion", on Tuesday night,
"Modern Versions of the
Bible", and on Wednesday
night, "How Many Will It
Take".
The Green Plain Church
building is located on the Old
Murray-Par4 liqad between
Murray and Hazel. Tran-
sportation is available by
phoning 492-8206. The mem-
bers extend a cordial - in-





The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hear the Rev...
Lawson Williamson, church
pastor, speak at both the
eleven a. m. and seven p. m.
worship services on Sunday,
December 4. Jim Neale,
deacon of the week, will assist
in the morning service which
will be Building Fund Day.
Selections by the adult choir
will be -Down Deep In My
Heart" and "Set My soul
Afire" with Tommy Scott as
director, Mrs. Scott as pianist,
and Miss Judy Hughes as
organist.
June McAlister and Leta
Rutland will be in charge of
Children's church during
December. Larry Bogard will
be the bus driver for the
month and his number is 753- .
2353.
The youth choir will meet at
5:30 p. m. for practice and will
sing in the Sunday evening
service. Sunday School will be
at ten a. m.. and Church
Training at six p. m.
Volunteer nursery_ workers
will be Mr. and Mrs. Mike




Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet Monday, December 5, at
7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
All members are urged to




Charlie Lassiter will be the
speaker at the eleven a.m.
worship services on Sunday,
December 4, at the Russell's
Chapel United Methodist
Church.
Lassiter will be speaking in
the absence of the pastor, the
Rev. A. H. McLeod, who is still
recuperating from eye
surgery.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m.
Temple Hill Lodge To
Hold Meet Saturday
Temple Hill, Lodge No. 276,
F. & A. M., will meet Satur-
day, December 3 at 7:00 p.m.
Past Master's night will be
observed, and work will be in
the Fellow Craft Degree.
Ronnie Ross, Master of the
Lodge, urges FelloW Craft
Masons to attend.
Crossword Puzzler Answer to Thursday's Puzzle
ACROSS 5 Oscillate
6 Symbol for 
I OBI mem OWN






















21 Skin of fruit 36 Ranted
22 Fine cross 37 Raises the
stroke on spirit Of
letter • 38 Skidded
25 Dawn 40 Most
27 Transactions unusual




















MD PROCLAMATION—Murray Mayor John Ed Scott inks
a proclamation officially designating Dec. 3 as Muscular
Dystrophy ,Day in Murray while Bobby Padgett, co-
chairman of the event, looks on. Kappa Alpha Order, a
social fraternity at Murray State University, is sponsoring
the day 'in conjunction with Muscular Dystrophy
Association.
Dec.3 Is Proclaimed As
Muscular Dystrophy Day
Murray Mayor John Ed
Scott has proclaimed
Saturday, Dec. 3, as Muscular
Dystrophy Day in Murray.
Kappa Alph Order, a sociel
fraternity, is sponsoring the
event in conjunction with the
%V.• •1 '7 3 4 -5 de
fie.
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Special shopping days for
the Senior Citizens of the
Hazel area will be held on
Mondays on December 5, 12,
and 19, according to Annette
Burnham, Hazel director.
Persons desiring tran-
sportation on any of these
days is asked to call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m. on the day
needed. Morning shopping is
on the northside and down-
town, and afternoon shopping




The Rev. Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr., will speak on the
subject, "The Humility of
Christ" with scripture from
Matthew 11:28-30, on Sunday,
December 4, at eleven a.m. at
the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
"Beautiful Star--
Bethlehem" will be the special
selection by the church choir,
directed by Lurene Cooper
with Olivene Erwin as
organist and Tommy Gaines
as pianist.
A special wervice,
"Chrismon," will be held
Sunday at six p.m. at the
church with the youth readers
to be Terri Erwin, Rhonda
Burkeen, Kenny Erwin, and
Patty Phillips. Mrs. Raymond
story Will reed for the iiiirgerf
and kindergarten.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &

































Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &




























Tappan - *: . 7 . 724 .441
Westerri•Uniori. 1824
Zenith Radio  15•4 -41
Muscular Dystrophy
Association.
Members of Kappa Alpha
will be maning roadblocks at
12th and Chestnut and 5 points
in the city.
Saturday night there will be
a "Dance for those who can't"
Disco. Beginning at 8 p.m. the
disco will be held in the
backroom of the Kappa Alpha
Mansion located on 16th
Street, according to a
spokesman. The KA's will also
be handing out candy in the
annual Christmas parade
which falls on Muscuiar
Dystrophy Day.
According to Ross Moore
and Bobby Padgett,-chairmen
of the event there are several
more events planned for. the
coming months.
"After New Years we plan
to have the MD super raffle






semble will present its winter
concert tonight (Friday)
December 2, at 8:15 p.m. in










traditional literature to jazz
and Oriental influenced
• . pieces.
Admission is free, and the
public is invited, a spokesman
said
Freshmen Get Crash Course
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Ken-
tucky's freshmen legislators are get-
ting a crash course this week on how the
legislature operates.
,The Annual pre-legislative _ con-
ference at Kentucky Dam Village may
be the only exposure many will have
had before they're irrimmed in the
daily activity of the legislature Jan. 3.
More than a quarter of the incoming
state representatives and a fifth of the
state senators are political newcomers.
Several of the new legislators are
under 30, and have had little, if any,
experience in the political arena.
However, othrs, like former Eastern
Kentucky University President Robert
Martin, know firsthand what political
power means. Martin, at 67, is one of
the oldest freshmen. He will represent
the 22nd Semitone District as a
Democrat from Richmond.
As usual, a majority of the new
members of the General Assembly are
attorneys, but, a variety of other oc-
cupations are represented.
If someone -calls for a doctor in the
house, they'll have to turn to Dr. Jack
Trevey of Lexington. A Democrat
representing the 78th House District,
he'll be the only physician in the
legislature. That distinction was
, previously held by Dr. Mitchell
Denham, D-Marysville who did not
seek re-election to his House seat.
On the Senate side, Democrat Ed
Ford of Cynthiana will be the
legislature's only veterinarian. He will
representlie 30th Senatorial District._
Several lie* lawmakers list their
occupations as farmer, or farmer-and-
something-else.
For-example, Pete Worthington of
Ewing, a Democrat who will represent
the 70th House District, lists himself on
a biographical sketch as a mechanical
engineer and farmer, while John
"Eck" Rose, a Democrat representing
the 28th Senatorial District, list his





WASHINGTON • AP) — Coal industry
contract talks are getting Back on track
after a week-long derailment, but the
hard bargaining is yet to come and a
strike appears only a few days off.
Federal mediators succeeded late
Thursday in winning agreement from
the United Mine Workers union and the
Bituminous Coal Operators Association
to resume the face-to-face talks that
broke off last Friday. The first session
was set for late morning.
Meanwhile, Labor Secretary Ray
Marshall, holding "listening" sessions
with the leaders of both sides, arranged
to see Joseph P. Brennan, head of the
coal association.
Marshall met with union president
Arnold Miller and chief federal
mediator Wayne L. Horvitz • for 30
minutes Thursday to discuss the
contract negotiations.
"Clearly, the picture that emerges is
not optimistic," a source said.
Horvitz and aides had been meeting
first with one side and then the other
since Tuesday in an effort to find a
formula for bringing them back to the
bargaining table. The procedural
wrangling ended with an announ-
cement__ that_efscli,_ side would..
represented by fournian teams.
The- union's team will be headed by
Miller. A spokesman said the coal in-
dustry's lineup would change as talks
progress so all six members of the
original committee can participate.
The union issued a statement
clairning credit for offering i com-
promise to break the procedural
stalemate.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Will
Have Deacon Ordination Sunday
The Elm Grove Baptist
Church, Highway 94 East, will
have special services Sunday,
December 4, at 2:30 p.m. for
the purpose of ordaining five
men as deacons of the church.
Those being ordained as
deacons are Dr. Charles H.
Chaney, Eddie Clyde Hale,
Edward Hale, Charles Henry,
and Jimmy Kelly.
The Rev. Calvin C. Wilkins,
pastor, and members of the
church invite former mem-
bers and friends to this special
service.
The regular services of the
church will be at the usual
time with Sunday School at ten
a.m., morning worship at
eleven a.m. with the pastor,
the Rev. Wilkins, as speaker.
The Church Training hour
begins at 5:30 p.m. with
evening worship at 6:15 p.m.
Everyone is invited to all the






Had Domestic at 24 yds for 51.00. It should have been
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Democrat Charles Petty of
Covington, who will represent the 64th
House District, has a longer list than
anyone else. He said he is a
"businessman, real-estate appraiser.,,,
treasurer and director of a savings and
loan company — and a farmer."
Roy orillead,-ii- Deineerit tram
Provide who will represent the 12th
House District, is the only coal miner
among the freshrne.
William Phillip Stone, a former
Muhlenburg County judge, is coming
out of retirement at 66 to serve his first
full term in the House, representing the
15th District.
Sane, Martin and Marshall Daven-
port, a 62-year-old Republican who will
represent the 83rd House District, are
among the Meat freshmen.
Davenport, an attorney, was Pulaski
County court clerk.
On the other end of the line are three
28-year-olds, all Democrats: Buel Guy,
a teacher-farmer from Scottsville who
will represent the 22nd House District;
Roger Noe of Harlan, a college in-
structor who will represent the 88th
House District, and David Boswell of
Sorgo, near .Owensboro, a public






GILBEHTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's new district courts will
have enough Courtroom facilities when
they begin operation in January, but
just enough, a legislative conference
committee has been told.
Subcommittees of the Appropriations
Revepue and Judiciary-Courts
committees met Thursday to work out
problems of finding space for the
district courts, the last step in
establishment of Kentucky's new four
tiered court system.
The district courts will take the place
of hundreds of county, quarterly,
magisterial and police courts
throughout the state.
Bill Davis, director of the
Administrative Office of the Courts,
told the group, "There will be no county
where no facility is available for the
district court. The facilities may not
always be very good, but the courts will
at least be under roofs."
An apparent crisis had developed
over where district courts would meet
because in many counties existing
facilities are inadequate to handle
circuit courts and the new district
courts.
However, most counties have agreed
to provide space for the district courts,
and only a handful of counties still have
not set aside some Space, Davis said.
"We are predicting that by mid-
December things will get more
realistic.
-We are hoping the counties will
remember they approved this court
system under the Judicial Article" in
1975, he said.
Davis said the Department of
Finance will enter into private leases in
about 12 counties, but he added in most
cases the leases will be only for judges'
office space.
Lee King, also representing the AOC,
said while most counties have agreed in
principle to share court space, but have
not signed formal agreements with the
state. That is because they fear any
long-term commitment without state
financial support, he said.
To remedy that, the conference panel
approved a proposal by Sen. John
Berry, D-New Castle, under which the
state will assume the responsibility for
financing court facilities on a long-term
basis if the counties and cities decline
their options to do so.
Under the proposal, the state will pay
rent to the counties or cities based on a
formula that includes factors such as
-roplacement-_, costs, current market
value and maintenance costs of the
facilities. -
Further, a new or existing state
authority would be empowered to enter
into bond agreements with the counties
for long-term financing of new or ex-
panded facilities.
Revenues generated by the count
system would still be earmarked for
return to the counties under the
proposal.
It was suggested the state could
finance court facilities based on the
amoint of revenues generated by the
counties in question, but Supreme Court
Chief 'Justice John Palmore told the
panel, "the basic question is who should
pay for the court facilities, the state or
the local governments. The obligation
of the state should not be determined by
revenues generated from speed traps.
"For the state to reimburse the
counties on a fees basis does not reflect
need or fairness," Palmore said.
The formula by which the state will-
rent court facilities will be further
examined when the panel meets again
Dec. 20 in Frankfort.
Cotiiihouse. . .
(Continued From Page 1)
and Marshall County because both are
in the same district court system. A
trial dommitsioner is expected to be
named for Marshall County to carry
some of the workload in that neigh-
boring county.
County officials are also having to
deal with the ramifications of the
Memorial Weekend Beverly Hills
Supper Club fire in Southgate earlier
this year that left 164 dead, Most of
Kentucky's 120 courthouses have
serious fire hazards, the state fire
marshal's office says.
Recent spot inspections of cour-
thouses in Kentucky has found that
many courthouses need exit signs,
emergency lighting, additional room
exits, automatic closing devices on
doors to storage and boiler rooms and
fire resistant materials on certain
doors and walls.
Impetus for the inspections stem in
part from the new court system, of-
ficials say. State circuit judges have
long used rooms in the courthouses, but
under the new system, district judges
also will occupy space in the buildings
and there will be more business going
on in the courthouses.
Miller said he is having a local
electrician inspect the 64-year-old
Calloway County Courthouse, a
building the county judge calls the
"oldest public facility" in Calloway
County.
"There have been no detailed in-
spections made of the courthouse,
although I get comments, letters,"
Miller said.
Miller said he plan, to recommend
that Calloway County Fiscal Court
comply-.- with— the electrician's
suggestions. "We want the building to
be as safe as possible but by the same
token you could spend a lump of
money," the county judge said.
Miller has indicated many counties
lack the trained personnel to make the
inspections. Emergency exit lighting
has been recommenad for the county
courthouse.
Grand juries also have the function of
inspecting public buildings, along with
the duties connected with hearing
criminal cases.
IN CONCERT
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